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ABSTRACT

PERCEPTIONS AND PERSPECTIVES OF CORE SUBJECT
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS ON THE PHENOMENON
OF CREATIVE LEARNING
MAY 2017
RALPH J. CAOUETTE, B.F.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
M.A., ANNA MARIA COLLEGE
C.A.G.S., ANNA MARIA COLLEGE
ED.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Kathryn McDermott

Many schools, particularly high schools, struggle with creativity within their schools.
Whether it is coming to terms in a contemporary manner with what creativity means in
learning, or resourcing for implementation or inclusion of creativity, a lack of understanding
and a wide array of perceptions persist amongst staff. Previous research on perceptions and
perspectives of high school teachers toward creativity, particularly in mainstream subjects
beyond the arts in high schools also remains lacking. The bulk of existing research has been
primarily targeted at elementary and middle school levels, where strong sentiments for
creativity’s place in schools and amongst youngsters is very positive, yet contrasts with more
negative feelings for the traits and dispositions of creative children.
This study examines what the prevailing attitudes and perceptions are amongst high
school teachers in non-arts subjects such as English, math, science and social studies.
Garnering an understanding of creativity in learning, and what constitutes and defines
creativity in learning from their subject point of view, and personal perceptions and usages of
vii

creative oriented dispositions were aims of the within this study. Limited data collection,
such as curriculum materials, syllabi, and lesson plan samplings were collected by
permission from the participants in order to supplement this study. This study was conducted
within one large, central suburban to somewhat rural New England high school with slightly
above average state test scores.
Research conducted aimed to understand from a phenomenological methodology with
the interviews at the center. This approach was chosen in order to provide description and to
avoid preconceptions in order to identify how this phenomenon, creativity is perceived and
valued by core high school educators from their own perspectives. Transcription, several
passes at deeper analysis for aggregation and organization using highlighting, post-its and
mindmapping facilitated comparison and juxtaposition in order to identify themes and/or
meanings.
Within discussion and summary several findings, including notions that many core
subject instructors defer responsibilities for the inclusion of creative learning despite its
inclusion school core values, as well as difficulties found within school conditions and lack
of suitable training all follow in a report and concludes with a section on issues and
implications with recommendations toward creative learning within the high school setting.
This deferment prevails despite positive viewpoints of creative learning as a vital attribute to
learning, and one that excites and motivates students as well as giving them alternatives to
standard forms of learning. Teachers had positive stories and accounts of creativity as well,
but also brought up many existing constraints and limitations that limit usage of creativity,
such as standardization, time and exposure. Humanities teachers saw creative learning as
more intertwined, and science and math as more of an additive skill or exercise.
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Teachers would welcome aspects of creative learning as a professional learning component,
and acknowledge the school districts as well as their own limitations in learning about
creativity. Through relevant additional professional learning would derive broader
viewpoints of the value of creativity, stimulating creative environments, and appropriate
usage. Administrators, as teachers’ view, should share in their learning and
conceptualizations of creative learning, particularly if they desire its proper usage within a
school’s ‘core values’. Many gaps exist in creative learning at the high school level, such as
best practices, and as mentioned, the deferment aspect, and approaches to preparing potential
teachers for the challenges of creative learning. The positive viewpoints teachers hold in core
subjects of creative learning seems to be the vital point to build upon all high school teachers
conceptualizations and experiences of creative learning instead of assuming they are prepped
and able to use it in the classroom.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
“I taught in a time when standardized testing was not king, when
teachers had time and space to think about students’ thinking. For some of
my students, divergent or creative thinking was natural. For others,
convergent or correct-answer thinking was an easier fit. At some point, it
occurred to me that it was helpful for students to identify these two
categories of thinking, understand their capacity to do both, and reflect on
which kinds of thinking would benefit them at various points in their work. I
also realized that all my students felt affirmed—and more fully alive—when
they experienced creative moments” (Tomlinson, 2012).

The workplace, how we live our lives, and how we solve large problems are vital
factors that are changing rapidly as we continue learning into this new millennium. Part of a
student’s future success, according to the Partnership for 21st Century Learning, will depend
upon posing and solving problems dependent upon the types of thinking cited by Tomlinson.
Who has not heard the clarion call for including creativity in a student’s education? Problems
in lifestyle, the economy, the environment, even how we manage our lives presently exist,
and it is widely acknowledged that creative mindsets and approaches to learning and solving
problems everywhere, not just amongst the few, will be the best way to proceed toward a
more fruitful lifestyle well into this century. For instance, the quickened pace of industry and
the large scale complex problems we as a society will face within this century call for higher
levels of convergent and divergent thinking, increased awareness and empathy, and more
flexible and fluid ways to solve such problems. However, how to best implement the
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inclusion as well as the fostering and valuing of creative learning in schools remains a large
problem.
In middle and high schools, many students and teachers believe notions such as “I’m
not creative”, or “I do not have a creative bone in my body.” This attitude, based on
perceptions steeped in myths or fallacies of the notion of creativity, seems to allow educators,
and eventually students, to disavow, and even to divest in the habits and practices that allow
creative learning or creative environments to form. From late elementary through high
school, it appears that creativity is underappreciated. Fleith (2000), in her review of the
literature about teachers’ perceptions of creativity, states, “prior research also fails to explain
the paradox between teacher suppositions regarding the importance of promoting creativity
when their practices appear inconsistent with their beliefs” (pp. 1-2). Almost fifty years ago,
Torrance (1967) suggested that teachers will not be supportive of creative phenomena as part
of learning if these phenomena are interpreted as undervalued. Creative phenomena within
learning, or in instances of education, the classroom, are methods and attitudes in approaches
to learning that foster and enhance novel and useful responses to problems. Research has
identified what creativity looks like in practice and what forms a strong creative learning
environment, but many, if not most, educators still do not believe creativity is important, nor
do they tend to value skills and attitudes that foster creativity (Plucker, Beghetto, & Dow,
2004). Further studies exploring attitudes, perceptions and usages of creativity in learning
can address this disparity. Understanding what attitudes and experiences educators possess
and eventually use in practice will help build a more inclusive and wider-reaching approach
to building creative environments, well beyond the arts. For example, Burnard and White
(2006) found that science teachers perceived creativity to be synonymous with invention and
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innovation. This finding suggests that creativity could also be woven into education for
reasons related to the economy and jobs, as well as for overall competence, richness of life,
and personal wellbeing. Feldman and Benjamin (2006) parallel this in the U.S., citing the
need for creativity in addressing concerns with national defense and inventiveness in
technology, and possibly implications within the economy.
The present study focuses on the different ways in which educators experience,
understand, and perceive creative learning. The participants were high school level educators
from several different learning disciplines or domains, namely English, math, and science,
and social studies, ranging in experience from newer teachers to educators with 20 years or
more of experience. Research suggests that teachers in these disciplines face various
pressures including limited time, lack of background and training, low interest, and
viewpoints contrary to the inclusion of creativity (Newton, 2012). Literature also suggests
that teachers in these areas believe that creativity belongs in the arts and expressive writing,
for instance, of which are all generally “softer” in learning methodology than their disciplines
(Newton, 2012). The majority of teachers, particularly core teachers, or teachers from the
areas of English, math, science, social studies and foreign languages, hail from traditional
schooling themselves framed by elements of the last century, and most likely possess low
exposures to creative teaching or training in how to foster creativity.
The focus of this study is on creative learning from teachers’ perceptions. Much of
the existing research on the attitudes and perceptions of educators regarding creativity in
learning was done with elementary or middle school educators. High schools are heavily
structured around departments and most often foster certain responses to learning thus
teaching, and often do not consider aspects of a creative classroom. There seems to be little
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space for the learning styles and methods associated with creativity and little discussion,
collaboration, integration, or impetus to provide such experiences.
Statement of the Problem
Enabling educators to facilitate learning situations for their students that are
conducive to the methodologies and attitudes more aligned with creative classrooms is a goal
sought after by stakeholders, leaders, business people, and even many parents all over the
country. Two thirds of high school students still claim to be bored every day in school, and
further, 82% say they would welcome much more creative application in their schooldays, as
well as practices such as open-ended discussion (Charting the Path, 2009). Even the
Common Core publications and standards recommend the application of creative learning
much more than previous approaches, such as MCAS in Massachusetts as well as other state
comprehensive tests given over the last two decades (PARCC, 2014). Many educational
researchers who have specialized in studies of creative learning over that timespan
recommend more creative learning and the establishment of creative climates or
environments in schools. Despite the seemingly widespread interest in creative learning
many research studies state that efforts to bring creativity more to the center of learning stall
(Beghetto, 2005; Ferrari, Cachia, & Punie, 2012). Many demands present today for higher
levels of learning, tight schedules within schools allowing for little flexibility for more
comprehensive learning styles, and high stakes testing all help to contribute to inaction.
Much is also still unknown about creativity in learning, particularly about the beliefs
of high school educators. Westby and Dawson (1995) found that teachers generally have a
favorable viewpoint of creativity in a general sense, but they dislike most of the traits aligned
with a creative-type student, such as curiosity and determination. However, some researchers
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claim that schools “kill” creativity by making learning passive, academic, and overly logical,
thereby sidelining holistic learning and other types of experiential, or creative based learning
(Ferrari, Cachia, & Punie, 2012; Malaguzzi, 1987; Robinson, 2001).
One question that remains is whether educators themselves foster or hinder such
creativity. Deeper study of prevailing teacher experiences and mindsets with creativity in
learning is warranted. To build creative capacities collectively and sequentially, school
leaders must assess educators’ capacity for, perceptions of, experiences with, and attitudes
about creative learning. To build more capacity for creative learning, a clearer picture is
needed as to what high-school teachers know, believe, and can do regarding creative
learning. After analyzing educators’ mindsets and approaches, interested educators can then
develop approaches and methodologies for including creative learning and support creative
environments to help our students prepare for tomorrow’s fast paced, rapidly changing world.
Purpose of the Study
The overarching purpose of this study is to understand how high school teachers
experience and think about creative learning, particularly educators outside of the
traditionally assumed creative areas of the fine arts. Similarities, differences, and patterns
were collected and analyzed with the hope of garnering a picture of creative learning within
the walls of a large, suburban, central New England high school. Based on the findings, I
conclude with recommendations for policy and practice.
The study focused on high-school teachers’ attitudes and understanding about
creativity in learning. The study probed whether teachers, including those from areas beyond
the arts, understand and view students as potentially creative learners. Further, I explored
whether teachers consider themselves to be creative learners and educators.
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Research Questions
1. How do educators experience, understand, and perceive what constitutes and defines
creative learning?
2. Do they believe creative learning is important?
3. Do teachers in different disciplines have different beliefs about creativity?
4. What elements have led to and formed the prevailing perceptions these educators
hold?
Chapter 2 includes a comprehensive survey of the current literature related to
creativity in learning. This review assists in structuring the methods and procedures
presented in the following chapter, helps to clarify findings as presented in Chapter 4, and
bolsters conclusions and recommendations found in Chapter 5.
This study is limited in that it focuses on one large school in Central New England. A
qualitative, phenomenological study such as this holds both strengths and weaknesses.
Attempts were made to gain perspectives from teachers of various ages and experiences, but
the sample size could be considered a limitation. Efforts also were made regarding subjects
interviewed, literature sought for substantiation, and analytic efforts to help assure a useful
level of generalization as well as a usefulness to those in high schools hoping to expand
creative methodologies within learning. Because this was an attempt to understand what the
viewpoints are and what is in the minds and approaches of high school teachers outside of the
“assumed” creative subjects, it lends value by portraying a picture sixteen years into the
millennium as to where aspects of creative learning stands in the minds of these teachers and
what issues they face.
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Any study of creativity in education faces obstacles and difficulties due to the wide
range of definitions, usage, prevailing perceptions, and even lack of consensus on what and
where creativity in learning should be used and not used. Old myths prevail (Sawyer, 2006)
and other factors such as time and resource constraints make it difficult to consider additional
creative methodologies to a teacher’s classroom. Studies of creative learning may offer
opportunity, and reward, all part and parcel of the essence of creativity itself.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature on creativity has become diversified and extensive, at least since J.P.
Guilford gave his keynote address regarding creativity’s place as a topic within research in
both psychology and education to the American Psychological Association in 1950, creating
almost a zeitgeist for the time. Before, little thought to creativity as a study area existed, and
since, interest has increased considerably. Guilford, President of the APA at the time, was
one of the highest regarded researchers in psychology, and influential in the field. Guilford
was highly responsible for an increased awareness and need for research in human creative
potential. However, studies in creativity have been carried out in the realm of psychological
study and research with little intrusion into the educational sphere. Though creativity infused
into classrooms could be a cultural and evolutionary engine for needed change in broadening
teaching methodologies, aspects of creativity still have low status and often awareness as a
way of learning in high school classrooms. Teachers’ concepts of creativity prove to be
wide-ranging, which suggests the need for much more study of teacher beliefs before the
field can move ahead with a better knowledge base, training, and understanding. Various
studies explore attempts to define, possible uses, and illustrations of how to maximize
inclusion of creative learning (Runco, 2007, 2008). Studies also illustrate the range in
perception and understanding, but most of these studies focus on the early learning years, or
those up to around age ten (NACCCE, 1999, Newton, 2012). Studies of high school
educators remain rare. Many studies find problems that hinder the inclusion of creative
learning in classrooms (Robinson, 2001). Some factors, such as a classroom environment
with many constraints, time limitations, lack of choices, or poor role modeling to name
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several, are even considered “killers” of creativity (Amabile, 2002; Sternberg & Lubart,
1991).
This chapter is structured into three sections that survey research on educators’
perceptions and understandings of creative learning. First, I explore how researchers
understand creativity in learning. Then I discuss research on how teachers understand
creativity. Finally, I identify gaps in the research on creativity in schools.
How Researchers Understand Creativity in Learning
The last few decades have brought a surge in interest in creativity in learning,
particularly due to concerns about education and the economy and the increased demand for
“21st century” skills. Several themes emerge from the research. One is that there is more than
one kind of, or approach to, creativity in learning. This theme is best perceived through the
lens of the various subjects, particularly as a student moves through the grade system. Also,
research consistently finds that creativity can be developed. Last, characteristics of schools,
like classroom experiences and environments, what is asked for, and possibly students
themselves, can undermine creativity.
There’s More Than One Kind of Creativity
Research on creativity includes a broad range of definitions of what it is. Kaufman
and Beghetto (2009) reviewed roughly 10,000 papers on creativity over the last ten years
from a range of domains such as the arts, education, economics, and science. They found
that definitions of creativity ranged broadly, and in some cases, were not even mentioned.
For instance, many of the mentioned definitions often pertained to factors built around higher
end or exemplary creators only leaving out newer or novice learners. Plucker, Beghetto, and
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Dow (2004), in a closer examination of 90 articles with “creativity” in the title, found that
only 38% provided an explicit definition of the term.
Perhaps the strongest and most explicit conceptualizations of creativity have been
developed by Kaufman and Beghetto (2009), who delineated a model of creativity into four
distinct categories: Big-C, Pro-C, Little-c and mini-c. To date, most research has focused on
Big- C and little-c, which were assumed to include everyone. Kaufman and Beghetto did not
delineate nor name the categories Big-C and little-c themselves. However, they were
disturbed by the fact that most people think of creativity as something that only a few
exceptional individuals can build and demonstrate. This prevailing viewpoint has identified
“Big-C” as the eminent creativity that characterizes as few as a fraction of one percent of
people, and has applied the “little-c” label to everyone else, leaving little room to account for
further variation for where a person may stand as creators. Through extensive research,
literature and collaboration, Kaufman and Beghetto proposed a Four-C Model that provides a
clearer categorization, is more inclusive to everyone, and one that is more applicable to
where a learner starting to embrace factors conducive for creative learning in schools is
perceived.
Big-C creativity is often associated with genius (Czikszentmihalyi, 1999; Gardner,
1993; Simonton, 1994, 2004) and tends to focus on eminent creators, such as Einstein, Freud,
Tolstoy, or Michelangelo. Kaufman and Beghetto (2009) suggest that such creators would
have entries of 100 sentences or more in sources, such as the Encyclopedia Brittanica, which
often makes them “gatekeepers” in their various domains. Big-C recognition tends to require
decades or a lifetime to develop, and some Big-C figures do not gain recognition until well
after death.
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Before Kaufman and Beghetto’s (2009) research, there had been some delineation of
a Little-c category that served to include almost everything and everyone else other than
eminent, Big-C creativity. Runco (2007) also emphasizes the idea that we all can become
more creative and that there are processes available to increase one’s capacities to learn and
operate creatively. This idea does not deny that eminent creativity exists; however, few attain
this level, and there are often Faustian bargains made to attain such a level. Kaufman and
Beghetto viewed the Big-C/little-c distinction as ambiguous and confusing because the vast
numbers of people beyond eminent creativity were categorized as being the same, in a way
that disregarded the possibility of growth over the life course. Kaufman and Beghetto suggest
two more categories, that of mini-c, interpretive creativity, and Pro-c, creative proficiency
within a professional field.
Professional expertise, or Pro-c, is displayed by people who are considered
professional creators in their areas, such as the domain-specific researcher, or a fairly well
known chef who has not quite revolutionized his profession, or an accomplished
photographer who has not quite set worldwide trendsetting directions. Austen (2010) would
suggest that this type of creator has developed an artistry in creating and learning procedures
through dedication and depth of inquiry. Bloom and Hayes (2004) suggest that this level
often takes ten years of training and achievement.
Little-c rounds out areas commonly referred to as everyday creativity. Little-c
creativity consists of the everyday contributions that non-experts make. Amabile’s (1996)
componential model of creativity suggests three factors needed for the occurrence of
creativity: task motivation (her prime area of research), domain-relevant skills, and
creativity-relevant skills. Although this model is inclusive of creators with eminence, little-c
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practices are more the target. Little-c creativity requires a certain level of knowledge in the
domain, a variety of creative skills, such as tolerance for ambiguity and risk, and selfdiscipline. Plucker (2004) writes of an intersection of aptitude, process and environment,
which fits with this work as well. Sternberg’s model (1996) of investment approaches also
describes at least the little-c level.
Beghetto and Kaufman (2009) suggest a new category they call mini-c, or
transformative creativity. They define mini-c as “novel and personally meaningful
interpretation of experiences, actions, and events” (pp. 6-7). This category embraces the kind
of creativity that is inherent in learning. Runco (2004) calls this “personal creativity.” Mini-c
includes the transformative, interpretive processes associated with constructing personal
knowledge. It refers to initial entry, learning situations and opportunities or further potential.
The notion of mini-c then helps to clarify creativity in learning. Beghetto (2010) suggests,
“beginners mind aspects such as openness to new experiences, active observation and
questioning, willingness to be surprised and exploring the unknown” (pp. 196-7) as
indicators of mini-c status. Educators supportive of initial creative expression help students
gain confidence, grapple with intellectual risks, put mistakes into perspective, and gain
traction with their own insights and reflections. Initial creative expression extends beyond
copying or replicating to transforming and reorganizing. Beghetto’s (2006) research suggests
that positive teacher feedback about students’ creative efforts strongly predicts students’
confidence in their creativity.
The older dual model of creativity, more often than not, created a “you have it or you
do not” perception of students (Runco, as cited in Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009). This, in turn,
has left little room for the educator to develop methodologies involving creativity if many
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educators believe creativity is an innate talent not approachable for all. Most can agree upon
a simplified notion of creativity as the process of producing work that is novel and useful
within a social context (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009). However, ambiguity opens the door for
more myths and misconceptions. Plucker’s (2004) content analysis includes many
illustrations of how vague conceptions can lead readers and researchers astray. Definitions
should include attachment to both social context, and to the work being created, or domain.
Creativity Can Change
Despite these narrow paths in defining creativity, much has been learned about
creativity since 1950. Structures for studying creativity, understanding of traits and skills,
and higher and lower manifestations and usages of creativity, have become clearer. Many
different schools of thought have emerged regarding creativity ranging from cognitive, to
developmental, to organizational or structural.
Creativity can be stifled as well. Runco (2004) suggests that it is plausible that the
roles given to children conforming to the conventions of the classroom, such as placement in
rows and being quiet, as well as adhering to the topics given by the teacher, lead to a slump
in creativity that begins in late elementary school. Frequent tests that require specific right
answers may also contribute. Other possible contributing factors, to name a few, may be a
teachers’ adherence to being teacher-centric in delivery, of being in control or limiting
student response, divergence and choice with content, and also the teacher limiting behaviors
more associated with a creative individual (Westby & Dawson, 1994, 1999).
In gaining an understanding of studies of how people’s creativity changes with
growth and learning opportunities, Rhodes (as cited in Runco, 2004) suggests that change
comes from four areas or factors—person, product, press, and process. For the purposes of
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the present study, press, or pressures put on the creative person or process, such as
environmental or climate factors, will be of the most concern. Process contributes to the
literature as a window into the variables of press and toward teacher and learner attitudes of
both. In other words, process explores the methodologies a person utilizes within the creative
undertaking. Press accounts for environmental factors as well as what climate exists or
results within and around creative work. Press will be further elaborated upon below, since it
has been identified in the literature as an important factor for future research, and since it is a
factor with which educators have much control as well as flexibility. Product, where the
scope of analysis resides with the project, or answer to a creative problem, will be less of a
focus.
Perhaps problems impeding growth in creative skills lie with language itself and how
educators, researchers and stakeholders often frame discussions of creativity. Dweck’s
(2006) landmark work on mindsets over the last 25 years and how mindsets influence
motivation and performance meshes well with creativity (see Makel, 2009). Dweck was able
to differentiate amongst learners who either hold implicit viewpoints of ability as fixed and
those who hold the belief that ability is a workable, flexible, and growth-oriented trait.
Dweck shows that in learning, the ability to deal with problems is not dependent on actual
skills but on mindset. Makel (2009) and Plucker et al. (2004) suggest that the bulk of
discussions in creativity research focus on enhancing creativity, which implies the notion of
improving something. Makel suggests the need to shift from such external improvements
when the pivotal point is mindsets to encouragement, which Runco (2005) notes teachers can
do through modeling and encouraging permissiveness through risk and reward.
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Although changes in semantics seem minor, Dweck (2006) conducted several studies
setting up comparisons between enhancement or natural intelligence-oriented language, and
effort-oriented or encouragement language. Mueller and Dweck (1998) found negative
effects on achievement from the enhancement factor. Further, students praised with repetitive
enhancement rhetoric were more inclined to think of intelligence, even creativity, as a fixed
trait, compared with the encouragement group. For instance, an enhancement phrase given
such as ‘great job, you are so smart’ often leads to a fixed trait versus ‘great job, you work so
hard’ more associated with the encouragement group. Creativity, similarly, is a choice and a
learning style structured with hardwork, persistence, and comfort with risk. Children,
particularly after the 9-10 year range, are affected by enhancement or encouragement praise
(Ferrari, 2009), for the better or worse, as external factors become more sensitive.
Classrooms Become Less Creative After Early Elementary School
Research shows that teachers of early elementary grades consciously try to foster the
conditions for creativity in their own classrooms (e.g., Richards, 2002). Creativity in action
remains rather visible and audible until late elementary school, when the “fourth grade
slump” starts to take effect (Torrance, 1967). About this time, structures in the curriculum
start to divert children toward a more increasingly compartmentalized structure to learning.
Often, different teachers teach different subjects and the focus shifts from an atmosphere
honoring creativity to one focused on content more divided by subject. Chall (1986)
identified declines in reading and math around fourth grade when the focus shifts from
decoding as a means to understanding to reading to learn, which is more abstract. This shift
resembles the one in creative arts from the expressive to the more representational, which
tends to disillusion many children toward viewpoints of possibly what creativity consists of.
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For instance, if a person now cannot draw representationally very well, then they are often
deemed less creative. Whether these changes in learning influence how creativity is
identified has not been researched, but skill changes have been explored. In the 1960s,
Torrance (1967) conducted longitudinal tests that indicated significant decreases around the
fourth grade in skills identified with creativity, such as flexibility, fluency, collaboration, and
elaboration (Torrance). His reviews of materials dating back to the 19th century and
observations in literature identified a strong disconnection in children’s development around
nine or ten years old. Around the transitions of fourth grade, students shift attention away
from parents and toward peers (Torrance). Runco (2010) blames the existing viewpoints and
methodologies used within most educational practices for the “slump,” which as many as
50% of children experience. Runco (2007) attributes conformity and losses of originality to
the slump, as Torrance suggests in his studies. Gardner (1982) also cites changes in a child’s
nervous system around this age, which contribute to sensitivities within a child’s outlook
regarding identification with being creative, all which may convince the child to shut down
toward identification as creative. Researchers (e.g., Chall, 1986; Richards, 2002, 2007;
Runco, 2007, 2010) generally refer to this shift in learning as a primary factor that
contributes to the decline of creativity.
Whether teachers generally subscribe to this idea, or are even aware of it, remains an
element of interest to this study. A teacher’s chosen methodology can affect the degree to
which children’s creativity changes. At the high school level, expecting children to remain
quietly in rows, to focus on information that they do not choose, and to pass tests by
identifying right answers, tends to steer students away from creativity. Goodwin and Miller
(2013) propose that schools should not view content acquisition and knowledge and creative
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thinking skills as mutually exclusive. The world is becoming ever more complex, as are the
problems it faces, which increases the demand for higher order thinking skills. Gone are the
days of the industrial era—however, many signs that such thinking still exists in schools,
such as strict adherences to bell schedules and time, to overly prescribed curriculums and
teacher chosen ‘one size fits all’ approaches persist. Such images suggest that creativity in
learning as an addition to present approaches and methodologies that often miss the mark
when trying to reach all children effectively as learners, is more important than ever.
In addition to declining as students age, overall levels of creativity in the population
may be changing over time. Kyung Hee Kim (2006), analyzed over 300,000 Torrance Tests
for Creative Thinking (TTCT), the existing standard of assessing creative aptitudes,
administered since 1958 to over a million subjects in 50 different languages. The TTCT
exhibited a steady rise to the year 1990, and since then a steady decline in creative aptitude
scores. The Torrance test, still the most widely used, measures four areas: flexibility, fluidity,
elaboration, and collaboration.
No concerted effort exists to harness and nurture the creativity of all children; efforts
remain local and spotty. Bronson and Merryman (2010) state that “creativity has always been
prized in American society, but it’s never really been understood” (p. 7). Perhaps notions of
younger children’s creative works as ultimately creative in nature and experience, but
providing no aim or useful context beyond personal expression, often the case with such
work, exhibit a lack of understanding considering that work needs to qualify as both novel
and useful. Often what is not understood by viewers of younger children’s creative
endeavors strikes at romantic, even naive perceptions regarding works they often produce.
When speaking of preschool to elementary age children’s creativity, often through the lens of
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children’s art, what is standard are rough drawings and sketches, stereotyped stories and
pretend games (Cropley, 1999). Though these activities of younger children may appear
novel, they have not attained levels of cognitive development that would combine the useful
or valuable contextual aspect with the more often recognized novel aspect to complete and
accelerate the depth of creativity as it has come to be defined. At these stages of formative
learning, opportunity, foundations through process, and permission to take risks and ask
questions are desired aspects to forward growth in creative learning past earlier original or
novel expressive levels. Rosenblatt and Winner (1988) delineated children’s creativity into
three phases: the preconventional, or the first phase of up to 6-8 years of age, the
conventional stage following between 10 and 12, and the postconventional stage, which
proceeds toward adulthood. From the early days, usually marked with emotional cues and
spontaneity and heavily dependent on a concrete perception of the immediate world, works
may often lead to pleasing images innocent in content, or as Runco (1991) suggests, often
environmentally cued by the immediate world around with factors that stand out.
Conventional-stage creations start to become very rule-oriented as late elementary
grade students start to incorporate evaluative and critical skills. The result is work that tends
to answer to external rules and viewpoints, or those more closely aligned with a
straightforward realism, standards and may seem somewhat stifled. Operational thinking
plays a part, particularly in the postconventional stage, yet is also enriched by a larger
exposure and experience with the external world (Cropley, 1999). Although the works of
preconventional children may remain uninhibited or spontaneous in presentation,
considerations important to effectiveness or usefulness of a creative thought, such as
accuracy and molding to the constraints realistically at hand, are not present. Cropley, in his
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discussion of Vygotsky, suggests that this type of early creativity is less rich in adults.
Cropley notes that some teachers have difficulties separating creativity from simple
deviations from the normal or even misbehavior. Consequently, these teachers tolerate any
unconventional or odd behavior out of fear of limiting creativity.
Children also do not naturally compartmentalize their ideas or how they understand
into domain areas, like the way that subjects are divided in schools. This chopping and
dividing of skills and learning approaches become more pronounced as children advance
through their schooling. However to the contrary, children remain more holistic in their early
years of learning (Newton, 2012). Changes starting to occur around the advent of fourth
grade such as starting to separate areas of learning into compartments, as well as more
intensity in content versus skills are part of most school’s curriculum organization.
Researchers suggest that students learn to know when to be creative or to build a set
of creative metacognition skills (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2012), which they define as a
combination of self-knowledge of creativity, or knowing one’s strengths and limitations, and
context, all applied to the various conditions in the different learning domains. This type of
learning could be difficult if educators themselves do not have a strong grasp of creative
learning skills, traits, and conditions. However, by providing a constant stream of informative
feedback that is not harsh in nature, an educator can help build these meta-skills. Kaufman
and Beghetto suggest that students who lack creative metacognition may be vulnerable to
social biases against behaviors common to creative learning. Kaufman and Beghetto also
conclude that teachers do not reject creativity in general, but do dislike “inappropriate
creativity that can come from students at poorly chosen times” (pp. 161-162). Runco (2008)
stresses that building ego strength, particularly after fourth grade, is important so that
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children feel supported and validated in their development of creative metacognition. Also,
as Piaget suggests in Runco (2008) children have no problem with a flow of wide and
original ideas. However, if they do not build an ego strength, or a screen in which to block
out some of the many impending conformities they will soon face, they will then not possess
original ideas. Torrance in Runco (2008) also suggested this notion in 1967.
An educator’s ability to work with creative metacognition as well as build students’
ego strengths relies on their knowledge base and viewpoints of creative learning, and the
differences often found in learning while moving from one subject domain to the next.
Comfortability with utilizing different and sometimes risky learning styles illustrates this
notion. This approach and level of thinking regarding one’s own thoughts and understanding
of creativity, and further of transferring creativity in learning from one learning area to
another is unknown territory in a high school environment divided for generations into
distinct learning domains. Little consensus on what creativity is exists across disciplines, and
that may be partly resulting from existing compartmentalization. An educator cannot develop
a student’s creative skills, awareness, or attitude if his or her own knowledge base of creative
learning is limited (Fasko, 2001). Fasko suggests that much of what does exist in schools
directs toward convergent thinking, teacher directed, and passive learning. Fasko suggests the
need for more teacher training and greater emphasis on creative thinking. Results
consistently show that 85-93% of pre-service teachers recognize the need for more creativity,
often referred through the need for courses in creativity. One study that Fasko reviews shows
that of preservice educators (N=388), roughly 50% possessed limited knowledge of
creativity, suggesting that none of their courses in college taught aspects of creativity.
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Creativity will not be valued nor developed among children if large numbers of emerging
teachers have limited understanding of and experience with creativity.
How Teachers Understand and Perceive Creativity
It is well established that all educators involved in a child’s education strongly
influence how that child learns, perhaps secondary only to his or her parents (e.g., Richards,
2007; Robinson, 2001). Thus, understanding how teachers understand and perceive creativity
is vital to studying creativity in learning. Research continues to show that educators,
laypeople, and students often identify creativity only with the arts (Newton, 2012). Another
conclusion researchers have noted is that many teachers still believe that either a person is
creative or is not (Berkus, 2014; Robinson, 2001; Sawyer, 2013), even though creativity
research indicates that all can learn at various rates in how to think and operate in creative
ways. Studies (e.g., Ekvall, 1999; McCoy and Evans, 2002; Robinson, 2001; Runco, 2008)
also suggest that not all teachers open their doors to or build an environment conducive to
creative learning, which is noted as vital to encouraging and building creativity among
students and teachers. Richards (2008) notes that being creative is a choice we all make
somewhere in our pasts, somewhere possibly in our educations.
Creativity as Only Relevant to the Arts
Sefton-Green (2008) suggests that educators often define creativity as exercised
through the arts, but not while looking within their own subjects. Runco (2008) posits,
“explicit theories underline the excessive or unique association between arts and creativity”
(p. 99). However, conceptions such as these still sway opinions and associations not only in
education, but beyond. Craft (2005) suggests that creativity can be fostered in all school
subjects should not be perceived as a notion of the arts alone. “Endorsing the implicit theory
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of creativity as art is a misconception that leads to an underestimation of the potential of
creativity for other domains of knowledge” (Craft, p. 136). Perceiving creativity as belonging
almost exclusively to the arts fosters misconceptions that creativity means only personal
expression, play and fun to name a few viewpoints. Although experts identify play and fun as
possible elements of creativity, creativity is also hard work and involves perseverance
(Runco, 2007).
Newton (2012) found that primary-level teachers of English had conceptions of
creativity that were limited in scope and application to the study of learning within the
curriculum, naïve in viewpoint, and sometime confusing, all indicating that teacher
preparation possessed little to no involvement with aspects of creative learning
methodologies. She argues that these conceptions may derive from teacher training that lacks
creative experience and that they may result in educators not being able to recognize
opportunities for creativity. In reviews of international studies of teacher conceptions of
creative learning, Newton found the results to be similar to the aforementioned teacher
limitations in preservice preparedness as well as consistency over the last few decades. Of
note in this large-scale review was the lack of opportunity for creative thinking in many
disciplines. Newton, who primarily studied teachers of English, notes that few studies exist
of teachers’ conceptions of creativity in science, math, and history. Amongst these
conceptual studies, English was noted as more creative in learning than the other three core
subjects, but not at the level with arts offerings. Few of the participants in Newton’s English
teacher studies had any formal creativity training nor much exposure. However, a majority
amongst the English teachers that did possess creativity training noted that it was not difficult
to include aspects of creativity and encourage creative thought. Much preservice training and
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sequence of studies for various teaching disciplines are very prescribed and align to the needs
and teaching directions of the subject. Hardy and Kirkwood (1994) in a study of science
educators, add that teachers’ conceptions of creativity are complex, and shaped by factors
within the discipline, as well as limited experience, lack of knowledge, and demands to
deliver certain content.
A study of preservice primary teachers in England found that mathematics educators
also generally associated creative learning with the arts (Bolden, Harries, & Newton, 2009).
The teachers understood creativity in a narrow manner, often associated with uses of
technology and resources, and much more oriented to teaching creatively than teaching for
creativity. These authors as well as others (e.g., Beghetto, 2007; Diakidoy & Kanari, 1999;
Kennedy, 2005) found that creativity’s strong associations with the arts may encourage these
teachers to neglect creativity more often, and to find difficulties in encouraging it or even
assessing it. Also, the strong push to see and experience math in algorithmic ways may
undermine creativity in math classes.
Newton (2012), through her own studies in many learning areas and reviews in
England, concludes, “notions of creativity in the different areas of the curriculum
consistently reflect an arts-centered stereotype” (p. 131) and educators see opportunities in
creative learning to be rare or nonexistent. Her work has exposed inappropriate conceptions
as well, such as that producing a replica of a design or technology or drawing a picture or
chart in science, constitutes creative activities because they are art-related. Clarifying ideas of
what activity is as opposed to factors for building creative thinking, or as some may even
call, “possibility thinking”(Craft, 2005) are among seven factors that Cremin, Burnard, and
Craft (2006) have uncovered in their own studies in England. The seven factors are (1)
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posing questions, (2) play, (3) immersion and making connections, (4) being imaginative, (5)
innovation, (6) risk-taking, and (7) self-determination. Factors such as these indicate again
how important “press,” or environment is foundationally to creative learning.
Though several researchers (e.g., Craft, 2005; Fasko, 2001; Ferrari et al, 2009;
Runco, 2003) claim importance of the essential qualities of creativity for enhancing personal
development and also enhancing and broadening the learning process, without creativity
training, a consensus on a definition as well as a wider notion as to its inclusion will remain
broad and skeptical. A few of the skills attributed to enhanced creative learning may include
risk, ability to consider multiple answers, how time and depth are considered in the life of
study, in motivation and involvement to a problem, and support, to name a few. Difficulties
with defining and implementing creative learning will also remain among the different forms
of learning domains without any common consensus or discussion. Cachia and Ferrari (2010)
add, “teachers’ opinions on creativity in education are stronger than their practices” (p. 9),
which implies that there is much room for improvement in the way creativity is fostered in
schools.
As many conceive of creativity in schools as synonymous with the arts, and further,
that this notion often resides with the product, one would assume that the importance of the
arts in the scheme of school learning would be more pronounced and stable as a vital part of
a schools curriculum. Artists themselves, including many art educators, have difficulty
defining, describing and delineating creativity (Newton, 2012). Therefore, how can the arts
community within education at a local level champion the usage of creativity in learning
within the arts, and how creative types of learning stand on their own without confusion
stemming from other perceptions, such as aesthetics and self expression. The arts offer
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experience and opportunity for self-expression, imagination, exploration, risk and finding
direction (Eisner, 2002), particularly when these notions are not on the list of priorities or are
low among other learning domains. Self expression, often thought of and placed high among
the arts, brings recognition, aesthetic quality and novelty. What often gets left out in the arts,
or further, becomes specific to the arts within aesthetic and expressive viewpoints, are ways
to make this process and product successful, or to have value or rightness of fit
(Czikszentmihalyi, 1996). Of course, the arts get justified in many other ways within
education. Within the discussion of arts place in learning, issues of value, transfer, and
importance in creativity lie (Eisner, 2002; Newton, 2012). For instance, Sternberg (2006)
shows artists needing to make a string of decisions and choices in producing a creative
product, or cognitive processes utilized creatively producing value and novelty. And of
course, the creative and aesthetic experience does not end with the artist, musician, or dancer,
but in the interactive experience as well (Newton, 2012). Newton suggests, however that the
danger inherent is that “because these are seen as archetypal creative activities, it is assumed
that everyone knows what it means to be creative in art and music or in the other arts, for that
matter” (p. 63). In other words, the creative process of thinking and producing, which could
generalize to any learning area utilizing creative-based skills, often gets mistaken for
aesthetic and expressive considerations more familiar to the arts and in essence, becomes the
identity as well for the arts.
Is creativity only relevant to the arts? If many educators perceive the arts to be the
place for creativity within their own subjects and in essence back off from conditions and
skills important to creative learning, then in those circumstances, the arts tend to gain some
ownership. However, if notions within the teaching of art focus too much on novelty while
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shortsightedness in value and usefulness in the experience come into play, and other aspects
such as self-expression dominate, then ideas of transference or usefulness with creativity
from the arts remain lower.
It’s a Fixed Trait—Either a Person is Creative, or is Not
For years, many have perceived creativity and talent as more or less inborn qualities.
Diakidoy and Kanary’s study (1999) of 49 preservice teachers in Cyprus found that they saw
creativity as a general ability, and also as derived from individual differences. Both
Aljughaiman (2005) and Mowrer-Reynolds (2005) have found that educators generally give
themselves low assessments as creative people, thus possibly also maintaining low identities
as creative people, and possibly therefore not considering aspects of creative learning within
their education methodologies.
Cachia and Ferrari (2010), in a large European study of creativity in education,
suggest that more teacher training is needed to foster creativity and they offer ways to
eradicate the recurring myths of creativity. Sawyer (2006) also highlights several
longstanding myths about creativity, such as conceptualizing creativity as an innate talent or
trait and as one of the largest obstacles within education of more inclusion of creative
learning.
Runco (1999) asserted over a decade ago that many teachers, children, and parents
maintain a tacit understanding of creativity that sharply contrasts with current research. He
maintains that this notion has a strong negative effect on trying to build creativity in learning.
Both Beghetto (2007) and Sharp (2004) also regard strong teacher belief that creativity is
innate as detrimental to, and causing marginalization of, creativity in the classroom. Fasko
suggests (2001) that a teacher’s ability to build creativity among students, even students who
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do not believe in their own abilities, is dependent on the depth of prior training that the
teacher has received, whether the teacher accepts that all children may benefit from creative
learning approaches, and also consequently on how a teacher understands and values
creativity.
Debate continues as to which body of knowledge creativity belongs to and if
creativity is indeed particular to certain domains of knowledge such as the arts (Plucker et al.,
2004). Cachia and Ferrari’s (2010) research suggests that 65% of teachers believe that
creativity is for all learning areas. However, they also have found that a third of the teachers
in the study believe that creativity is only arts based. The notion of almost two thirds
believing creativity is applicable to all suggests that the majority in this study find creativity
important within learning. There are also implications within these numbers that creativity is
only for the arts, based on one third of those in the study. This may draw people away from
perceiving creativity as a cognitive skill since cognitive intelligence and creative arts as an
endeavor are often perceived as separate and independent. Narrow conceptions of what
intelligence and cognitive ability are, as well as the values assigned in these conceptions,
often leave creativity out of the picture. Most often, intelligence seems to reside with abilities
tied to literacy and numeracy, and notions of creativity then attach to the arts bringing up
visions of play, talent, and thus inborn, fixed ability.
They Do Not Necessarily Welcome Creativity in Their Classrooms
Schmidt (2011) notes that public perceptions of science as not a creative subject has
led to declining enrollments in science. Hardy and Kirkwood (1994), in an earlier study of
preservice and inservice science educators, note that teachers have concerns about their lack
of skill and knowledge in assessing creativity and about making themselves more vulnerable,
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or in other words, dealing with risk and not having the answers. When teachers are asked
about possibilities of changing their practices and approaches to include more aspects of
creativity, resistance, insecurity and confusion surface (Hardy & Kirkwood). Beghetto (2010)
offers that often teachers in fields such as science and math believe that creators in science
and math are few and far between, and so creativity is not pertinent to primary and secondary
education.
Fryer and Collings (1991) found that teachers generally associate creativity with selfconfidence and imagination, but not with intelligence. The teachers in Fryer and Collings’
studies also indicated that when lined up against pressing responsibilities to impart
knowledge, that creativity will not be a priority. Students also reported seeing little use of
creativity in such subjects as history, and more associated with the arts. For years harkening
back to his large United Kingdom study, Robinson (2001, 2006) and even further back with
Reggio Emilia’s Malaguzzi (1987), are strong claims that educators, even their schools often
‘kill’ creativity and the attitudes needed for such identities. Many of the aforementioned
reasons of difficulties regarding inclusion of creativity by educators are mentioned by both
Malaguzzi and Robinson.
One study, from Mueller, Melwani and Goncalo (2011) suggests that most educators
lean toward support for creativity. However, they do not necessarily support creative ideas,
or even the idea that they are responsible for the inclusion of creative learning. This suggests
that teachers often limit favorable perceptions of creativity to a general sense, and any deeper
thought includes low tolerance for characteristics that accompany creative thought, such as
intrinsic motivation and unconventional thinking (Runco, 2008; Westby and Dawson, 1995).
Mueller et al draw strong ties to the two Westby and Dawson studies (1995, 1999) as well as
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the work of Runco (2010), suggesting that this lack of interest in creative ideas is one reason
why educators do not favor students exhibiting curiosity and creative thinking traits. Of
concern for Runco (2008) is that children as they approach nine and ten years old dissociate
from being creative because creativity is increasingly de-emphasized in school. Runco,
(2010) argues that ego-strength as an educational objective should be included to counteract
their disassociation from being creative. However, with Westby and Dawson’s study
suggesting many educators themselves look unfavorably to behaviors and dispositions
commonly tied to identities of creativity, it becomes even tougher for children to latch onto
such identity. Without attention and building of ego-strength, children around that age, often
many or most children possessing natural creative inclinations, tend to let go and the loss
stays with them though high school. This, as they proceed through school, helps to foster the
fixed have it or do not have it viewpoint of creativity.
Teachers currently are generally assumed to promote creativity in their classrooms
via school missions, messages and often, core values and expectations. Burnard and White
(2008) describe an era of multiple constraints on teachers, such as the prevailing high stakes
tests and pressure to attain lofty scores, which lead teachers to play it safe in order to meet
expectations. Sternberg and Lubart (1991) add that even the grading system prevailing at
most middle and high schools forms barriers in that the system basically operates on an
extrinsic motivational approach, thus hindering openness to creative approaches, which are
much closer to intrinsically motivated factors. With many educators identifying creativity
with the arts (Newton, 2012), and in tandem with time constraints, and even the lack of
ownership in content (Bore, 2006), creative learning activity and creative skill building often
get deferred or relegated to the arts.
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Claxton’s work (2006) also found that a sizeable number of English educators see
creativity as an add-on to the curriculum, not as a “way” or interwoven approach. With
further probing, many recognized “neither its fundamental nature nor its existence within
different subjects” (Claxton, p. 352). Claxton suggests that this point of view forms an
“allowance” for creativity rather than its development, and an “arts-based expression” instead
of deeper or broader variances in approach.
Two parallel studies, one of elementary teachers’ viewpoints and a second study
exploring the conflicts found in the first study, also with elementary teachers, delved into
inconsistencies in teachers’ implicit notions about creativity. Methodologies for both derived
from ratings scales of the “creative prototype” grounded in studies by MacKinnon in 1963
and Sternberg in 1985. Twenty characteristics were used on a 9-point scale ranging from
least to most descriptive of this type of student. Westby and Dawson found that elementary
educators’ conceptualizations of creativity were different from those of creativity
researchers. Several prior studies examining perception such as Myers and Torrance (1961),
Runco, Johnson, and Bear (1984), and Fryer and Collings (1991) conclude that up to half of
the educators studied could not identify divergence, or think laterally in terms of gathering
ideas and/or approaches to a problem, which is an important factor in creativity. In many
instances the educators were punishing creative behavior while they thought they were
rewarding it.
One reason for inconsistencies in teachers’ ideas about creativity may be that they
recognize that creativity is important and thus are in essence giving a right answer, even
though they are not comfortable with creativity. Another possibility is that teachers’ ideas of
creativity are different from researchers’ (Westby & Dawson, 1995). Westby and Dawson’s
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study suggests that most educators possess negative viewpoints of the characteristics
previous studies indicate as creative. Derivatives of this study highlight such traits as
“sincere, responsible, good-natured, reliable, and logical” (Westby and Dawson, p. 2), and
suggest that teachers favor children they view as creative only if they are also easy to
manage. Left out of descriptions of creativity were “is a nonconformist,” “tends not to know
own limitations,” and “tries to do what others think is impossible.” This viewpoint possibly
indicates unwelcome attitudes toward creativity. Studies strongly indicate that children
respond heavily to a teachers’ outward attitude (Westby & Dawson, 1995, 1999).
More recently, Aljughaiman and Mowrer-Reynolds (2005), in another elementary
study involving first through sixth grade teachers, addressed theoretical and pedagogical
conceptions of creativity. Using a questionnaire structured with both open-ended and closed
responses geared toward garnering personal viewpoints of creativity, more than 60% of
respondents believed that more than half of their students demonstrate creative
characteristics. This finding contrasts those of with Westby and Dawson’s (1995) earlier
study, which found a minority of students as creative often possessing problems with strict
approaches to structured learning in their classrooms. This finding also contrasts with an
earlier English study of primary-grade teachers, which indicated that few teachers believe
students are not creative. Of particular note was that the majority of teachers indicated that
they were not responsible for having to foster creativity in schools (Westby & Dawson).
Also, some traits often identified in literature as creative were overlooked, such as curiosity,
independence of judgment and courage. However, risk-taking was amongst the top three
cited by teachers in Westby and Dawson’s study. Also significant, when asked to envision
children they have taught possessing and using creative skills and attributes, teachers
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mentioned both positive and negative traits of creative people. Teachers answers toward
creative students became clearer when asked to envision students they actually had instead of
students in general. Westby and Dawson may be helpful information for planning later
studies. The variant viewpoints garnered from teachers in this study do not coincide with
most researchers’ definitions of creativity, as indicated earlier in this chapter (Aljughaiman &
Mowrer-Reynolds, 2005; Sternberg & Lubart, 1999). Widely held definitions, viewpoints,
and experiences in teaching that have formed ambiguous definitions of creativity reinforces
the idea that teachers do not see creativity as central to learning, but possibly something for
select students and outlying activity.
Other factors may contribute to efforts in creative learning remaining on the fringes.
Plucker, Beghetto, and Dow (2004) conclude that generally, classrooms do not tend to be
creativity-fostering locations, which is “primarily due to the biases of teachers and traditional
classroom organization, lack of curriculum differentiation, and a lack of originality in
classroom-based enhancement efforts” (p. 84). These researchers posit that biases have many
causes that exist well beyond the classroom. Factors may range from still “fuzzy” viewpoints
of creativity and creative learning, to many and not enough agreement on a working
definition for researchers sake, to negative assumptions that still persist amongst researchers
and practitioners who all often study aspects within the field but disdain from uttering the
word creativity. Sternberg and Lubart’s (1999) portrayal of creativity as important to society,
but yet still existing as psychology’s orphan, also emphasizes this viewpoint. Any number of
these thoughts as well as persistent myths and long held narrow beliefs contribute to reasons
why an educator would possibly be reluctant to embrace creative learning in the classroom.
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Issues are still found to exist within schools toward acceptance and usage of creativity
in leaning. For instance, Ferrari, Cachia, and Punie (2009), in a multi-country European study
postulate that, for a variety of reasons, creativity is not at or even near the center of
classrooms. They argue that implementing creative learning in schools cannot rest with just
the intentions of both educators and students, but that they require conditions, described as
“enablers,” that address anything from the environment, emotional and aesthetic needs,
technology, and motivation. Assessment approaches honoring creative skills and viewpoints
can also be incorporated by educators in present day methodologies not reflective of creative
learning. Overall, a number of gaps exist in teacher training for and perceptions of creativity
that persist and create difficulties for the inclusion of creative learning in middle and high
school classrooms.
Teachers’ Perceptions of Barriers to Creativity
Teachers often carry perceptions that make creative learning difficult without
realizing that they have these perceptions or spending much time trying to understand them.
Barriers often arise from limited understanding of important factors of school climate and the
environment necessary for creativity. Many important factors form what becomes known as a
creative, or uncreative climate, and often many of these factors affect how a teacher believes
learning should happen, or how to develop approaches and philosophies. Viewpoints held
may also affect whether they feel responsible to be the educator or one of the educators who
forwards creative learning.
One illustrative study, with third and fourth grade teachers, indicates the difference
that school climate and environment make when developing creative learning. Fleith (2000)
used a convenience sample of students and teachers in several Connecticut schools to focus
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on learning activities and environment. Fleith found that teachers tended to indicate that an
environment with ample time, allowance and support for divergent responses and inquiries,
and a wider open-ended array of activities indicated support for creativity. Barriers to
creativity included controlling teachers, timed testing, too much curriculum to “cover,” and
tight scheduling. Teachers most often described creativity as “producing something new and
novel” and several indicated a desire to get in the creative activity before the slowdown, or
slump, begins. Children defined creativity as using their imagination and producing
something new and different, and most often associated it with some sort of arts activity.
When asked whether they considered themselves to be creative, the vast majority said “yes,”
indicating that children possibly find more value in creativity than teachers, and that it still
possesses meaning within their learning. Children do not generally see creative learning as a
barrier to learning and understanding.
A recent study in Portugal (Morais & Azevedo, 2010) also directed toward probing
teacher attitudes toward creativity in the classroom consisting of a Likert scale questionnaire
administered to 576 educators, found that creativity is poorly represented in schools,
particularly outside the arts. Educators in this study consisted of slightly more than half
secondary teachers and two thirds outside the arts. Less than half saw the schools or curricula
forwarding creative learning, even though the country has legislation supporting creativity.
Participants saw the school as a space with little creative opportunity within it. Fryer and
Collings’ (1991) results are also similar. Teachers in their study suggested that their schools
support them in teaching for creativity, but none suggested incorporating creative problem
solving techniques into their classrooms. Burnard and White (2008) suggest that the large
number of constraints placed on teachers stemming from accountability create tensions when
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teachers are also asked to pay attention to creative learning. Burnard and White have found
as a consequence that teachers generally proceed safely in looking for convergent or single
answer questions, appraisal that follows such convergence, and tests that honor single
answers. Bore’s (2006) study of science teachers identified prescribed curriculums and
limited time as constraints on creative learning.
Research in creative learning that has been moderately accepted by educators mainly
falls in areas of climate and environment. Feinburg and Mindess (1994) name several
“deterrents to fostering creativity” (p. 227), such as having children learn via preproduced
“copies, over rigid follow-the-direction activity, negative comments from educators, and
overemphasis on neatness, orderliness and reality-based direction” (p. 227). From a similar
viewpoint are Isenberg and Jalongo’s (2006) identification of the “erosion of ‘creative
thinking’ when tough talk about academic standards, teacher accountability, and international
ranking on tests dominates the educational scene” (p. 5). Amabile’s (1986, 2002) studies in
intrinsic motivation add items such as intense competition, reliance on extrinsic rewards,
shortages of free time and choice in learning, and rigid scheduling as well.
Gaps in Research on Creativity in Schools
Feldman and Benjamin (2006) indicate that beyond studies focusing in and close to
creative environment factors, infrequent rigorous empirical study exists in America. In
contrast, British researchers, policymakers and educators have shown an increased interest in
creativity over the last dozen years following the much heralded National Advisory
Committee on Creative and Cultural Education Report, or the NACCCE report (Craft, 2005),
in areas such as teacher preparation programs, published curriculum, and even program
evaluation. There are significant gaps in such knowledge about American schools.
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Not Much is Known About the Beliefs of Secondary School Teachers
Arguments for studying the fostering of creativity in learning have been strongest at
early childhood levels, but have touched other levels of education very little (Feldman &
Benjamin, 2006). Educators’ views of creativity in early childhood education have remained
somewhat romantic, and creativity has been accepted as a somewhat central theme, at least
for the last few years. Research that probes into high school level educators’ perceptions and
use of creativity in learning remains rather scant.
However, high-school students seem to want more creativity in their education. A
major questionnaire produced by Metlife (2010) and focused on high schoolers (N=45,000)
garnered some interesting results regarding teen perspectives on creativity. The majority of
high schoolers suggested that they did not see themselves as creative, yet 86% wished for
much more creative opportunity in the school day, with a majority stating they saw little to
no activity. This finding suggests that high school students want greater opportunity to
exercise their own creativity in school, or perhaps just yearn for a more creative approach to
their lesson and learning delivery. Or both. High schoolers did not seem to fear the notion of
creativity in this study, despite the majority not identifying with it. Perhaps the participants
identified the status quo in delivery with high citations of the school experience being boring
in general.
In thinking and conceiving how children learn and understand, notions of
compartmentalization, so prevalent at the high school level in the U.S., is not natural to their
learning (Newton, 2012). Learning is divided artificially into these domains, or subjects, and
becomes a structure, therefore “the way” in which students learn within schooling, and into
their perceptions. This approach is stringently reinforced, and defies any notions that learning
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is holistic (Newton). However, what we know about creativity is best understood in a
domain-specific manner (Czikszentmihalyi, 1999; Feldman, 2006), which suggests the
importance of acquiring knowledge in one’s chosen subject matter. Skills and qualities may
vary somewhat from one area to the next, which suggests the need to be familiar with
differences when planning various curricula (Feldman).
Not Much Research Focuses on How Teachers’ Beliefs About Creativity Affect Their
Classroom Practice
Education and research and theory in creativity have not had much of a relationship,
which has only made the challenge of fostering creativity tougher (Feldman & Benjamin,
2006; Sternberg, 2003). In the U.S., creativity in the form of psychology has been described
as “ineffectual and diffuse” (Feldman & Benjamin, p. 319), despite well intended efforts at
times. Any application of creative research and theory thus has tended to have modest results.
As noted above, Great Britain has exhibited a different and more welcoming approach in the
last two decades, particularly sparked by efforts stemming from the initiation of the
NACCCE Report in 1999. Researchers there have exhibited more initial interest and
willingness to collaborate with educational stakeholders and policymakers to form a more
cohesive effort directed toward schoolchildren (Craft, 2005). This difference explains the
inclusion of several studies from England in this chapter.
One such study in by Morais and Azedevo (2010) found that the majority of
educators believe that the ability to change poor or misguided perceptions among teachers
about creativity can be changed and modified more positively. This finding is from a study
comparing and contrasting perceptions of elementary and high school educators. Findings
from a large (N=7,650) recent European study across 32 countries reveal that the majority of
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teachers (80%) believe that creativity is available to all and not just to those deemed eminent
or Big-C people (Cachia and Ferrari, 2010). Problematic, though, is that almost 50% of the
teachers in the study still believe that creativity is an inborn talent and 33% are not sure
whether creativity can be assessed. Teachers who believe that creativity can be assessed also
believe creativity is a skill, but those who consider creativity as innate do not believe it can
be acquired. Teachers in this study overwhelmingly believe (95%) that creativity is
fundamental to learning today and should be developed in schools. However, 56% of the
teachers surveyed said they received no coverage of creativity in their training, even though
90% desired some training. More than half stated that the push for content makes teaching
for creativity more difficult and offers conflict. In this study, textbooks were still the
dominant resource (85%), and formal tests the number one tool for assessment (76%),
although close to 90% cite use of the Internet in lesson preparation, often looking for a newer
and/or more creative application within their classroom, if not just openness to possibility.
There remains a large consensus from stakeholders about the importance of the
teacher pivotally as a fosterer of the young’s creativity growth (Cachia & Ferrari, 2010). This
notion understates the importance for further study in educators’ perceptions toward
creativity and impacts on their teaching. Further understanding is needed particularly toward
any development of policy inclusive of creative learning as part of the educational plan and
as to what subjects or teachers are applicable to creative learning (Beghetto, 2005; Cachia
and Ferrari). Considerations toward future professional learning also could be highly
informed with a better picture as to where teachers perceive and embrace creative learning.
Existing methodologies and approaches in creative studies have not made it easy for
educators to be informed toward creative learning. Runco (2008) has indicated that although
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some methodologies of creative study have made it into educational systems via portfolios
and achievement indices, these methodologies have mainly followed trends or pushes in
accountability initiatives. Studies of these indicators, all of which objectify efforts in creative
learning, remain low or unused (Runco, 2008). Runco (2004) also notes that educators and
organizations are more inclined to invest in the proven, common, and traditional skills
because of the basic notion of creativity being a more unproven and hard-to-test risky
investment. Teachers, and often parents, also carry “idiosyncratic implicit theories about
children’s creativity” (Runco & Johnson, 1993, p.1). These inner or implicit theories are
carried and often form judgment about children’s performance or behavior and lead to certain
expectations. In this study one would say in simple terms “I know creativity when I see it,”
which is often analogous to the arts bias where anyone (not just the educator or parent)
relates and translates creative potential with that of artistic talent. This kind of perception
helps to foster a “you have it or you do not” maxim, which allows for separation from beliefs
that anyone is capable of learning creative skills.
My observations through more than 30 years of experience have also observed strong
and consistent behavior of this bias. Runco (2010) and Richard (2007) suggest that if this line
of observation continues in practice and creativity is assumed to only occur amongst the arts,
that children often are deemed uncreative who are not artistically talented thereby inflicting a
retreat away from creative type learning beyond the arts. Both indicate more study is needed
among potential and away from product.
The large number of creative educational studies that are psychometric in nature
indicates that creativity is still most often seen as part of the eminent person, or as a talent.
This still contrasts with studies that creativity can be built and enhanced (Beghetto, 2005;
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Craft, 2001; Ferrari et al., 2009). Many of the psychometric creativity tests, such as the
Torrance test, were formed in the 1960s when interests in creativity tied to the countries
interests, and were particularly aimed at forming predictions of creative ability. More
revealing is what constitutes a stronger creative climate and environment, as well as strong
perceived ties to creativity as coupled with the arts. Would these same perceptions hold in
high schools, which again, one must consider, are broken into parts best defined as subject
oriented, thus compartmentalized. How about beyond the arts? Almost all studies suggest of
the need for teacher and preservice training and exposure to various domains in creative
learning beyond the assumed aesthetic and arts related experiences. However, little detail or
direction reveals insights to teachers’ perceptions or viewpoints, suggesting more in-depth
study needed.
Feldman and Benjamin (2006) in a 30-year probe of creativity note no specific
methodological approach to studying viewpoints of creativity. A wave of targeting extreme,
or Big-C type work was prevalent in and around the 1990s, and improved funding in creative
research has bumped up somewhat since. Creativity studied in a developmental context may
eventually help to illustrate creative processes, if it crosses paths with educational
researchers. Runco (2008) indicates that creativity in education may have, for instance, been
too closely tied to reliance on product. Process needs to be the focus when considering the
task of educating, or building knowledge creation and understanding (Craft, 2005; Ferrari et
al., 2009). Attempts by researchers to capture useful or key intersections removed from
focuses on product and personality traits have not been effective nor widespread. During the
last couple decades, any focus was more on high achievers and well known creators to the
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expense of children, potential and process, and not the kind of work or drivers that
potentially would drive educational efforts (Simonton, 1995, 2007).
Subject matter knowledge translates to differentiated creative applications, and this is
of particular note if involving high school levels in perceptive studies (Czikszentmihalyi,
1999; Feldman & Benjamin, 2006). Creative learning then requires teachers to also be
creative and provisional with their students in producing an atmosphere valuing thus type of
learning activity (Cachia & Ferrari, 2010; Craft, 2005). Again, though, creative learning
presents conflict with values often difficult for a creative climate, like demands for
curriculum coverage and additional focus on numeracy and literacy. Creative learning steers
educators away from adding to their workload by including notions of creativity (Beghetto,
2005; Craft, 2005).
The bulk of research cited in this review speaks of the grand importance of including
aspects of creative learning in a child’s repertoire. For instance, revisions to Bloom’s
Taxonomy within this millennium hail the drive and desire of stakeholders to include aspects
of creative learning within the experience in American schools (Makel, 2009) by adding
‘creating’ to the top of the pyramid. However, research also identifies difficulties and
resistances found in and out of schools. To reiterate, some of the more frequent issues are (1)
perception problems rooted in longstanding myths and misbeliefs; (2) difficulties in
consensus of definitions, as well as wide rhetorical usage in framing creativity leading to
devaluation; (3) narrow perceptions about who or what domain “owns” creativity; (4) fading,
devaluing, or understanding of the regular usage of creative learning as children proceed past
their elementary experience; (5) low amounts of teacher training and experience with
creativity, leading to lack of understanding or even avoidance; (6) notions of creativity
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falling outside of the purview of what constitutes intelligence, or minimally, real learning
with the logical and numerical based learning domains; and generally (7) a lack of research
of school years past elementary levels about educator perceptions of creativity. There are
other factors that come into play here as well. Any lack of one, or more aid in the lack of
aspects of creative learning and inclusion in schools past elementary school, desires to help
remedy conducive creative learning environments that foster creativity and add value, or
create educators that advocate for this important notion. Much more initiation and interest in
research of high school educators’ mindsets and understanding toward creative learning in
America is warranted.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN
Chapter Three presents the design of the study, including an explanation of why a
qualitative approach is best suited for it, and its conceptual framework. Concluding this
chapter are the tools and data gathering methods for the study, followed by ethical
considerations, limitations, and trustworthiness.
Explanation
The approaches and purposes initiated in this study lead to a deeper understanding of
creative learning. This study focuses on the perspectives and perceptions of high school
educators, particularly those who teach “academic” subjects rather than the arts or other
subjects commonly seen as creative.
The following questions are the basis of this study:
1. How do educators experience, understand, and perceive what constitutes and defines
creative learning?
2. Do they believe creative learning is important?
3. Do teachers in different disciplines have different beliefs about creativity?
4. What elements have led to and formed the prevailing perceptions these educators
hold?
In essence, what challenges and obstacles to creativity do teachers perceive? The
literature reviewed in Chapter Two shows that educators often associate creativity with
learning for younger children, rather than for high-school age students. There are fewer
studies in general of high-school teachers’ beliefs about creativity. Educators teaching in
traditional subjects tend to see creativity as less important or less relevant than teachers
instructing within the arts, some of the strands within the humanities such as creative writing,
and a few of the more hands-on type learning subjects including hybrid areas such as design43

based learning. Teachers who are not trained in aspects of creativity, or do not identify with
aspects of creativity, often see creative learning as beyond their own subject, or steer clear
from aspects of creative learning (Newton, 2012). “That’s not my area” (Newton) is a
rationale that is given frequently. Primary learning levels (grades 1-5) appear to be more
accepting of creative learning. Where does any ownership with aspects of creative
learning reside within a high school?
Methodological Approach and Rationale
Prior research analyzed in the literature review suggests that educators’ background,
including past experiences in creativity, in their own educations, and other personal or
individual concerns, the climate and environment found in their schools, support, and policy
all influence the extent to which educators incorporate creativity in their teaching. In my own
experience as a high-school art educator and arts leader, I have found that many core subject
area educators have come to me for help or advice crafting their own approaches to creativity
in learning, looking for lesson methodologies that include aspects of creative learning, and
sometimes just affirmation, which seems to suggest that they believe an art teacher is more of
an expert on creativity than they are. Their questions suggest to me that there is much
variance in their attitudes, experiences, and also what they have taken away from their past
studies. I have also seen that students are frequently disengaged from school and would
welcome more creative experiences.
In this study I probed attitudes and perceptions of teachers toward certain skills and
approaches to learning creatively. Richard Florida (2002) refers to these areas in operating
creatively as ambiguous, broad, and difficult to measure in linear fashion. I offer a
qualitative, phenomenological study based on interviews with traditional core high school
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teachers, combined with some analysis of artifacts and documents reflective of creative
learning. It is my hope to describe, explain, and explore this phenomenon, reflect upon
meanings derived from the various data explored, evaluate, and subsequently arrive at some
conclusions (Marshall & Rossman, 1999). My hope is that a better understanding of this
learning phenomenon emerges with implications for further employment of creative learning
at the high school level.
Why conduct such a study now? Besides my own interest and level of curiosity about
aspects of creativity, current discussions of 21st century skills are widespread. Common Core
literature suggests using creative learning in core content classes, but the suggestions are
often vague. Many schools recently are attempting to add aspects of creativity into their
language of core skills or even their mission statements. The need for such approaches is
warranted, however experience, methodologies to use, and confidence seem to lacking.
This study is intended to contribute to the general knowledge base on secondary
school learning, centered on probing what the viewpoints, perceptions, and experiential
knowledge bases of creative learning are of high school educators who teach in subjects other
than the arts. Further, do these viewpoints, perceptions, and knowledge bases limit or steer
these educators away from weaving aspects of creative learning into their curriculums? Or,
on the contrary, does possessing a pre-established viewpoint rooted in a subject a comfort
level, or extended knowledge base open avenues toward creative learning?
Researching attitudes, beliefs, and viewpoints regarding creativity offers an
opportunity to delve into patterns and themes brought forth in subjects’ own words. This type
of information often proves to suggest interview inquiry, or inquiry that derives from the
subjects’ own words, descriptions, and accounts. In order to explore, explain, and describe
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this phenomenon and how it manifests in high school classrooms, interviews with a cross
section of teachers from the common learning areas of English, science, social studies, math
and foreign language will be designed to expose various aspects of creativity. What will
emerge from their own words and reflections are telling perspectives on just how these
teachers view, implement, value, and experience creativity at a time well into the 21st century
whereupon creativity continues to warrant so much attention from business, politicians, and
even educational leaders.
Conceptual Framework
This study builds on a conceptual framework drawn from literature on how
researchers understand creativity in learning, how teachers understand creativity, and where
possible gaps in the research on creativity in schools exist and how they manifest in the
classroom.
Creativity in Learning
Perhaps the most widely used concept in this study is “creativity in learning.” As
noted previously, I define creativity in learning as the actual constructs that an educator
builds and maintains in a classroom and through the curriculum to foster creative learning.
This concept places importance, therefore, on the attitudes, perceptions, and knowledge base
an educator possesses to build and maintain creative learning. My definition is heavily
influenced by Beghetto and Kaufman’s (2010) four-part classification of creativity, discussed
in Chapter 2. Beghetto and Kaufman’s concepts of “little-c” and “mini-c” are closest to how I
understand creativity.
Creativity in learning is similar to the concept of teaching for creativity, yet teaching
for creativity proves to be more of an overarching term pertinent to the shaping of curricula.
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Creative learning as a concept remains grounded in practice and derives from the viewpoints,
attitudes, and confidence an educator possesses. Much more prevalent and central to this
study is how, where, and why teachers infuse creativity into teaching, and where creativity
and factors of creative climate become a part of the methodologies and goals of the teacher.
A point of confusion that appears often in discussions of creativity is the use of the term
“creative teaching,” in which the focus is on elements of the teacher’s delivery as the creative
method, and the focus resides with what the teacher does versus student focus and student
creative growth. In contrast, this study focuses less on what the teacher does, but on how the
teacher perceives, values, and encourages creativity with students.
Operationally, I have used the term creative learning within this report as an indicator
of how learning is being enhanced overall in classroom settings through a combination of a
teacher’s awareness and acceptance of how various skills, approaches and climate factors all
enhance a student’s experience in aspects of a classroom conducive to learning creatively.
For instance, a teacher’s awareness or beliefs in teacher-centric delivery versus a more
student-determined stance, or is there consideration frequently of multiple answers within the
classroom. These are just a couple examples. A teacher’s perspective on creativity pertains to
ways they think about something, or their viewpoint. A teacher’s perception is more
personal, intertwined, or innate and revolves around ideas held indicating their philosophy on
a subject and is more of an analysis oriented response. A perspective taken within teacher
responses is a more incidental look. For instance, it may resemble ‘what perspective do you
take on aspects of risk?’
Teachers’ Beliefs about Creativity in Learning
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In research, definitions of creativity remain wide, varied, and often not pertaining to
the learner (Plucker, Beghetto, & Dow, 2004). My experience corroborates this and initially
led to this study. The most overlapping definition of creativity includes that the endeavor be
novel and useful. One step further is the classroom setting, skills, attitudes, dispositions and
environmental cues that encourage and enhance responses that are novel and useful, thus
shape creative learning, In an educational setting where the developments of students’
creativity skills and approaches are valued, teachers’ beliefs, attitudes and their classroom
methodologies and approaches are identified as a crucial influence on children’s learning
(Alencar, 1993; Cropley, 1994; Fleith, 2000; Starko, 1995). Many inside and outside of
education often perceive of just a part of this combination. For instance, pre-school and early
elementary education place novelty at the center of definitions of children’s creativity, while
ignoring or downplaying the other important components of creativity like usefulness
(Richards, 2002, Runco, 2010). On the other hand, a classroom science teacher may deem the
work creative, yet is specifically looking at its usefulness with little to no consideration of its
novel quality.
Many teachers also undervalue creativity (Cropley, 1994; Dacey, 1989; Sak, 2004),
and possess negative views toward characteristics associated with creativity (Aljughaiman,
2005; Cropley, 1994; Sak, 2004; Westby & Dawson, 1995). Sak notes that most experienced
teachers also continue to place more value on rote memorization and teacher centered
activity, both oppositional to creative directions in learning. Starko (1995) indicates that
classroom environments aimed for creative growth tend to support freedom of thought and
choice as well as support for unusual ideas, all contrary to what the experienced teachers rely
upon. All told, there is a strong rationale to probe high school teachers’ attitudes, beliefs, and
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experiences toward creative learning. Description in this study will hopefully clarify how and
why definitions and perceptions of creativity are formed and how these definitions manifest
into the classroom learning experience.
I also have assumed in this study that high school teachers believe to some extent that
factors conducive for fostering creative learning take into consideration aspects of the
classroom learning climate and environment. For instance, this may include time, freedom, or
resources. Central to this study is to determine what teachers’ working knowledge, training
and experiences consist of, as well as to present, in their own voices, their experiences with
creative learning. The interviews also explored support and resourcing from administrative
sources in facilitating creative learning among teachers. Gaining a firsthand description, in
their own words through the interview process, aided in establishing patterns and trends of
the extent to which teachers involve creativity and learning within their classrooms. Finding
educators’ points of view and how they experience creativity in the classroom revealed
where their perceptions lie or what they value regarding creative learning.
Contribution to Research
This study has focused on high-school teachers, whose understandings of creativity
have not been emphasized in previous research. Given that there often is a change in
approaches, attitudes, and acceptance of creative learning after the primary years (Richards,
2002, Runco, 2010), developing a framework to study high school educators, is necessary.
This research has considered educators beyond the arts and how they understand and use
skills commonly associated with creative learning as compared to the more primary grades
where it is more accepted.
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A section on data collection or evidence gathering and analysis explains further the
approaches employed to explain high school educators’ experiences with creative learning.
Research Design
This section of the chapter describes the research site, data collection, and data
analysis for the study.
Site
The study took place at Central High School, in Massachusetts. The student
population of Central High is approximately 2,100. The school is located in the middle of
New England between a large metropolitan area with many institutes of higher education and
a somewhat smaller older urban industrial city area. Hence, according to records held by this
district’s office, families range from lower income (about 9% qualify for free or reducedprice lunch) to substantially above middle income. Geographically, this school district
transitions on the west and north into very rural and wooded areas, and easterly into aspects
residential and suburban areas bordering a city. Central has even been referred to as middle
of the road, or “central” New England in aspects of location, makeup of suburban to
somewhat rural, as well as socioeconomic and population, all except its relatively large size
in population. A factor to note is that the population of the school is 88-90% white. A decade
earlier, this school was roughly 96-97% white. This indicates this school is undergoing
change. As well, scores on indicators such as the states MCAS have declined somewhat over
the last few years. This may derive from the school’s per pupil expenditures transitioning
down amongst the bottom 10% within the state. These factors provide for a generalizable
exploration of creative learning and thus produces findings applicable to many high schools
interested in creative learning.
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Central High School is a pseudonym. I chose to study Central High because it was
where I was working at the time, which assisted with logistics and access, and expedited the
research process. Safeguards have been put in place to ensure confidentiality. With a
relatively large teacher population to draw upon, I was able to recruit interviewees who did
not know me personally. Later in this chapter I have explained any possible ethical issues of
researching my own school.
A few more factors that have contributed to site selection and contribute to a profile
of Central High are that test scores for last few years range slightly above average, hovering
in the 30-40% composite range statewide. This is down from a decade ago where scores
fluctuated in the 20% from the top of Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System
(MCAS) scoring. Possible contributions to this fluctuation may be that per pupil expenditures
in that time frame have flattened leading to tighter budget and a per pupil expenditure that
resides among the bottom 10% in the state. Pay scales remain close to average for Central
High’s region, and consumable and curricular material spending remain very limited. This
school faces many of the problems and issues that face many other schools, as well as
benefits of many nearby cultural, medical, and higher educational institutions, both private
and state run.
Lastly, this school had recently added the core value of “creativity and innovation” to
its set of core values, but at the time of the study it had not addressed how to develop factors
that would integrate creativity and innovation on a schoolwide scale into learning beyond a
general rubric for all learning areas (included in Appendix C). Central High’s Mission and
Core Values are as follows:
Central High is committed to an educational process that fosters independence and
responsibility in our students. By offering diverse, challenging, academic programs
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and rich co-curricular activities, Central High strives to provide students with the
skills and knowledge to achieve their potential as life-long learners.
We work toward achieving this mission by promoting our core values of Citizenship
and Responsibility, Collaboration, Communication, Critical Thinking and Problem
Solving, and Creativity and Innovation.
Data Gathering Methods
Evidence for this study was collected in several ways, including semi-structured
interviews with member checking, document review, and, as an aid to the researcher,
reflective journaling.
Survey
I administered a brief online survey to all teachers in the school, via Google Forms.
The survey, included as Appendix [B], was to find out teachers’ general beliefs about
creativity and to garner interest in interviews.
Survey/Interview Methods
A simple Google form questionnaire was given to all staff members of the
departments of math, science, English, social studies and foreign language at Central High
the summer before the interviews. Of a possible 90 possible responses, under a quarter
(n=20) were received back. A second pass for responses was offered in the summer, but only
garnered three more for a total of 23.
The average teaching tenure of the respondents was toward the middle of 15-20 years
with just several on the outer ends. The average degree of respondents was masters to
masters and 15 credits. About 58% of respondents were female, which closely corresponds
with the school population of which has hovered around 60% the last few years. I recruited
six interviewees from this participation, and from these six, I garnered a three more referrals,
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and later picked up one more interviewee. This response did help to shape the framing of
questions in the interviews, as seen in the Appendix.
Demographics of Interviewees
For the interviews, I sought respondents who remained open to this process of inquiry
and also to those that expressed interest in the topic. I aimed for a cross section of the
school’s teachers, balanced in age, gender, subject (split between humanities and
math/science) and experience. Table 3-1 exhibits the departmental source, interview order,
experience and degree regarding the participant group.

Table 3-1: Demographics of participating teachers.

Order
Years
Subject
Gender Age Last Degree/
Time
Teaching
Matter
Notes
________________________________________________________________________
1. Bob
20-24
Social Studies
M
50-55 Masters
2. Jan
5
English
F
25-30 recent Masters
3. Frank
20-25
Social Studies
M
60-65 Masters- 2nd career
4. Lil
15-20
Social Studies
F
40-45 Masters- leader
5. Sarah
35
Math
F
60
CAGS*
6. Sue
15-20
Science
F
40
Masters
7. Mary
35+
English
F
60
CAGS
8. Jim
25-30
Science
M
50-55 Masters+ leader
9. Ed
5
Science
M
25-30 Masters-just fin
*note—(CAGS) Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies—36-42 credits post master’s
degree
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Interviews
Once the list of possible interviewees was formed, based on the survey responses, I
selected interviewees who are relatively disconnected from me, with variety in their
education, gender, and amount of teaching experience. A sample of about 8-10 participants
provides ample evidence toward probing perceptions, beliefs and knowledge bases.
In the month leading to interviews, I conducted a pilot interview. Results were shared
with the study advisor for feedback, redirection and reflection in preparation for best results
in the interviews. Some balance regarding education, gender, experience was also
considered. The strategy utilized derives from ideas garnered from Rossman and Rallis
(2003) regarding targeting certain learning areas that are large in size and scope.
Document and Artifact Review
Beyond the interviews, this study was also supplemented by collected artifacts
(Appendix D) from the teachers displaying from their perspectives creativity in their present
deliveries as well as curriculum materials and documents the teachers are willing to share.
Any curricular or methodological material in the form of worksheets, lesson plan or activity
that was brought up in the interview was a possible artifact that would further display usage
and intent of creativity in learning. I asked if any of these items may be shared within the
research to better illustrate their points of view.
Consent
Each interviewee was given an informed consent form, which was included in the
Appendix (Appendix E) to this body of research. The consent form clearly stated that no
names would be used or disclosed at any stage of the dissertation. Because of this anonymity
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and because the focus of this study is on creativity, which is not a particularly controversial
topic, there was little if any risk to participants.
Upon completion of transcripts, I provided each interviewee with a chance to review
the copy and respond if they choose. This response took place in a shorter, informal followup meeting. The interviewee had a chance to affirm or rebuke dialogue made available, or to
further clarify (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). Interviewees at the onset of this study were also
informed that a small thank-you gift given at the conclusion of the interview process.
Evidence Analysis Procedures
A first pass screening for single word descriptors was used. A second read through
employed various methodologies derived from the heritage of qualitative analysis and aimed
toward locating emerging patterns and trends. Further readings clarified what patterns meant,
toward consolidating meaning leading toward explanation and analysis. Aggregation and
organization was aided by a combination of cutting and pasting, color coding, and use of
post-its for notation and coding all in the direction of creating a mind map to inform
categories and emerging themes.
A last step toward making sense in such a moderate scale study as this was to take the
developing notes and categories, enter into a database that helped perform the task of
extracting and comparing the data, which allows different categories to be juxtaposed and
again compared (Lester, 2014). Looking for themes among the different categories through
identifying relationships assisted in completing another layer of examination.
Corbin and Strauss (2008) suggest reflective journaling as a valid and effective tool in
the overall methodology of similar qualitative work. I kept a journal through the entire
research process as a way of capturing ideas for potential analytic codes and recording other
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ideas, and also of identifying possible improvements to the interview process. Journal notes
will also inform and guide future interviews.
Trustworthiness and Ethical Considerations
Trustworthiness is established by studies conforming to standards deemed acceptable
and competent in their practice, as well as in the study’s sensitivities toward ethical conduct
in the placement, structure and time of setting and topic (Rossman & Rallis, 1998).
Procedures of this study were structured to assist in assuring maintenance of trustworthiness,
such as document review and member checking. Clear and rich description, several methods
of data collection, and questioning my own assumptions toward maintaining objectivity
(Merriman, 1998) remained vital toward maintaining trustworthiness.
I reached for interviewees where I had no working relationship in order to lessen the
chance that they would have told me what they think I want to hear. The large size of Central
High School allowed for this to occur. Every effort was made to provide a true picture, one
that is credible and valid in substance, to provide transferability.
Also pertinent is the fact that I have 30 years of experience in a qualitative aligned
field of education, the arts, a masters and CAGS in counseling psychology, and 10 years of
experience as an expressive therapist employing many forms of observation and interview.
This experience proved beneficial in establishing an open, honest, and empathic approach
with utmost sensitivity in search of an ultimate picture of this phenomenon (Marshall &
Rossman, 1999). I have a longstanding level of credible experience in both education and in
counseling and psychological services, both human endeavors reliant upon transparency and
reputation as a credible moral practitioner.
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Research states that all people, and students as well as teachers in the world of
education, have the ability to work and think creatively, particularly if conditions, resources,
and attitudes facilitate it (Eisner, 1998; Richards, 2007). These beliefs have been
incorporated through a combination of decades in experience, in and out of the arts, as well
as more recent research. I have remained consistently aware of my biases, so as to prevent
any clouding in the experiences of the interviewees.
No type of research involving elements of a social nature should ever proceed without
considering ethical considerations (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). Efforts must always be made to
avoid undue harm or misrepresentation. The researcher is responsible for this important
consideration. In this study, attitudes and approaches were honestly explored with a researchbased qualitative approach, university advisory and guidance, and rigor in line with similar
phenomenological studies.
Possible ethical issues arose from my decision to conduct this study in my own
school. However, none of the participants were from my own department, and because the
school is large geographically and in number of staff, I did not personally know any of the
participants. Because the interviewees were all from departments other than the one in which
I am the chair, I did not have a supervisory relationship with any of the interviewees.
Limitations
Limitations common to such a qualitative methodology exist in studies of this nature.
For instance, generalizability is limited, and the study was not designed to identify cause and
effect relationships. Other limitations within this study come from the site selected, and my
role and position in the site. The school is suburban and relatively well-resourced when
considering the last couple decades, thus teachers in schools that face more difficult financial
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circumstances may have different ideas about the possibilities for creative learning. Also, all
nine of the interviewees were white, as are the vast majority of Central High School’s
students, which lessens the ability to generalize with this study.
Conclusion
This chapter has presented the conceptual basis and methodology for a qualitative
study of high-school core subject teachers’ perceptions, attitudes, and use of creativity and
creative learning within their classrooms. Choices have been made for a qualitative study,
more particularly a phenomenological probe through a quality sampling of teachers in this
area at a large, typical suburban high school. The results of the study should be applicable for
high schools grappling with present or future understandings of creative learning processes
within their own schools, and possibly toward making choices in professional learning that
will add capacity in creative learning for students through their teachers. As previously
mentioned, there are gaps in literature addressing perceptions, beliefs, and knowledge bases
of creative learning, particularly among core subject high school teachers.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
“Language transcends us and yet we speak”
--Merleau-Ponty (1945)
Merleau-Ponty (2002) argues that understanding and participating with the world are
foundational to one’s perception, hence to understanding and the route to participation and
growth. Merleau-Ponty’s work establishes and grounds a working foundation for gaining
understanding of teachers’ perceptions and perspectives on creativity in a field dependent on
planning, action, collaboration, and at the foundation, understanding and learning. MerleauPonty’s thoughts are of particular note for those engaged in studies from a phenomenological
perspective, and serve well for a study, based on expressed language, of a topic such as
creativity that is heavily dependent upon anything from experience, myths and stereotypes
(Schmidt, 2014), to working knowledge and even recent research.
Schmidt (2014) states, “Insistence that creativity is an ephemeral, nebulous trait
personified in a relatively small subset of elite individuals is dysfunctional at a societal level
because there is not, and cannot be, delineation of a single creative archetype” (p. 232). Thus,
how much does one’s past and enduring viewpoints upon creativity define how its inclusion
in learning approaches manifest with high school teachers?
To recap, the research questions that motivated and drove this inquiry are as follows:
1. How do educators experience, understand, and perceive what constitutes and defines
creative learning?
2. Do they believe creative learning is important?
3. What elements have led to and formed the prevailing perceptions these educators
hold?
4. Do teachers in different disciplines have different beliefs about creativity?
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Conclusively, what challenges and obstacles to creativity do teachers perceive? What
follows in this chapter is organized by the aforementioned questions into topics that explore
the phenomenon of creativity in learning based on teacher interviews, a questionnaire, and on
documents both supplied by the teachers involved and retrieved by the researcher. The
chapter starts with analysis on how educators experience and perceive creative learning, and
why they believe creative learning is important, followed by examination of where teachers’
viewpoints of creative learning derive from. The chapter then addressees the challenges and
obstacles to creative learning, and ends with comparisons between newer and veteran
teachers, and between teachers in the humanities and science and math teachers.
How Educators Experience, Understand, and Perceive What Constitutes and Defines
Creative Learning
This section explores how teachers at Central High define, communicate and put into
action creative learning through their experiences educating high school children. As
previously mentioned, a balanced representation in age, experience, and from the four typical
core subjects make up the sample.
Questionnaire Results
As described in Chapter 3, 20 teachers responded to a preliminary questionnaire that
included five questions about creativity. The first four questions concerned teachers’
understandings of and experience with creativity.
1. What hobbies, interest areas, or endeavors do you get involved with that relate to
creativity in your life?
All but two responses to this open-response question indicated creative interest, with
most perceiving or describing creativity in a comfortable, confident manner, but reserved as
something to the side of the routine or agenda. To illustrate this, one says “We’re not doing
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enough to inculcate creativity,” while another typically says, “You get a high with
creativity.” Most respondents were, however, brief and did not go into details within this
survey. About a third alluded to what these creative avocations were, for instance, tinkering
with machinery, jazz improvisation, cartoons, making videos, writing songs and poetry. One
person, a science teacher, carefully alluded to drawing or creating simply existing for its own
sake. Many of the respondents would start with answers close to the arts, then round out their
answer with non-arts additions, such as tinkering, or more often, changes and different or
novel approaches utilized in their classrooms. In none of the examples was creativity
indicated as being a central core to their existence.
2. Do you use aspects of creative learning and skill attainment in your classroom? If so,
name a few.
Responses to this question ranged from role-plays, writing and debating, to cartoons,
videos and drawing. Several respondents saw creative learning emanate from divergent
thinking and direction. One respondent deemed it on basically any ‘new’ activity. Another
answered with anything that involved “making.” Specific responses such as “I ask students
complicated questions,” or “Yes, I employ creative learning techniques,” or “Yes, in
geometry, creating different responses for students to experience, or beyond the typical
textbook” show the variety of responses. One teacher, in social studies, offered various
lesson plans that included designing stamps, coins, posters and political cartoons,
incorporating design and creative thought spring-boarding from historical designs.
3. Do you consider yourself to be a creative person? Or a person that honors and uses
aspects of creativity? Or both?
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This open-response question generated the shortest and most curt responses. There
were two no’s, and one “I used to be.” Several of the yes responses were followed by the
term “somewhat.” Many of these responses included reference to specific activities or skills,
such as being verbally creative, or attending creative performances, or in approaches with
students. Several start with some ambivalence, best posed in “I think that I am creative,” or
“Sometimes I …” One respondent referred to this as a “tough question.”
4. Briefly describe your own viewpoint as to what creativity consists of.
Responses to this question most commonly followed the “thinking outside the box”
terminology so prevalent today. Several respondents mentioned open-mindedness, an open
and active mind, and/or thinking and doing original things. I found “sensitivity to taking
chances or risks” in several responses as well as “willingness to try new things” closely
aligned with research findings about how risk fuels creativity, cited in Chapter 2. Also along
this line was “consists of using one’s skills and interests in new directions.” A history teacher
provided a response that follows the most common definitions derived from research in
“thinking in novel and valuable directions.” One instructor has mentioned that creativity
consists of using all of your acumen to teach, reinforce and clarify learning processes. Part of
her undergraduate studies, a minor, was in performing arts. Two respondents found the
question “tough.” Almost all said they honored creative application as well as creative
response from students. Later on with interviews, questions were phrased to entice
interviewees into description and away from patented responses like “outside the box” that
are commonplace or cliché. For instance, “give me an example” worked in live situations.
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Interview Findings
Based on interviews, the teachers did share the idea that creativity is associated with
the arts, though they also had ideas about how creativity fits into the subjects they teach.
Teachers felt the importance of aspects of creativity in learning for a variety of reasons,
including as a way of learning, creating interest in delivery, and in some cases, as something
they could share that interests themselves.
Belief That Creativity is Associated with the Arts
Several interviewees perceived of the arts as having much more freedom within the
curriculum and classroom over delivery and content. They also saw arts as being “closer” to
the phenomenon of creativity. One respondent even attributed factors with the arts as having
to do with the “fabulous facility” they received in an addition and renovation to the school
nine years prior. Several other teachers alluded to physical facility and display areas of the
arts area as being “outfront,” or very visible and more extended than many schools they have
knowledge of and indicating that this proportion of “creative” work goes with notice. One
indicated that much visibility of the arts, thus creativity, is assisted by the high school fine
arts graduation requirement of one year. I conducted a statewide study approximately eight
years earlier indicating slightly less than 30% of high schools possessing any type of
requirement, thus there may be merit to these observations. Generally, the interviewees said
that if a teacher in their areas wants or desires creative learning within their classroom, that
this usually is because the teacher has positive views and values of creativity, and that there
is a confidence level acknowledging and using creativity, often attributable to the teacher’s
own individual past, and that the teacher receives support for creative inclusion in their
lessons. Several noted that it was likely that most or all of the interviews I did would be with
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teachers who possessed positive attitudes and beliefs about creativity as well as actively
using it in their classrooms.
The research cited in Chapter 2 includes many references to beliefs that creativity is
tied or aligned with, or even derivative of, the arts. However, the teachers interviewed also
believed that creativity possibly transcends anything, any area. Jan, a relatively astute
English teacher of five years finishing a second masters degree, offers, “When people say
creativity, it often gets pigeonholed. It’s like an art thing—but isn’t creativity behind
everything?” The majority, or roughly two thirds interviewed have stated that, yes, the image
often goes to the arts when the word creative, or one of its derivatives, is mentioned. They
seemed to indicate that creativity, and creativity in learning extends in many directions, and
well beyond art. Yet, sometimes in the next or follow-up sentences they often referred to a tie
to the arts, a notion that they often did not realize the strength or past connectivity with the
arts. For example, a mid career science teacher admits, “I know I’m sitting in an art area, but
that has nothing to do with being creative. That’s a piece of it, but I cannot draw to save my
life, but have to be creative to solve my own area.” Another offers, “It’s all in context. For
instance, if you say I’m not good in art, I’m not creative, I am probably guilty of saying that
also.”
Several statements equated creativity in teaching with using art and music in the
classroom. As Jim, a veteran science teacher, said, “I am dismayed at how few kids have
entered the art museum, and have any sense of art at all.” This statement came out in a
similar way from Ed, a younger science teacher. “My mom, a high school science teacher
(elsewhere), back then had time to do all those dissections, which are, in a way, very
creative, and also an artistic piece because you have to draw all those dissections.”
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James Kaufman (2009, p. 2) states, “Creativity is often associated with fun, fluff, and
frills.” Some interviewees seemed to share this belief. Jan from English automatically says
she jumps to thinking about art and creativity. Sarah from math reiterates that allowing
students to infuse artwork or create a story makes all the creative difference. Though the arts
do integrate subjects well when taught correctly and holistically, it is the instant correlation
that transcends most of the interviewees. For instance, the arts, English, and much of history
overlap, but this is not always the case with science and math. Sarah also adds, “The kids that
have that creativity and I know I’m saying creativity is more the arts and that you can be
creative in other ways, but that usually translates.”
Though creativity at one moment can be expressed as one of the features
distinguishing the humanities from social studies, another teacher dismisses creativity as
covered by the humanities and arts teachers. Mary suggests that conditions are slowly
“squashing” creativity. However, creativity will at some level always be represented through
the arts. Sarah also parallels this point of view. Possibly, creativity, or even other skills
associated with certain learning areas, can be passed off as not important or someone else’s
responsibility. Of Central High School’s six core rubrics, only two include creativity and
innovation, and both are in the arts. Whether a teacher uses, alters and adds, or uses the
rubric as a derivative is up to the individual teacher. The onus with any of the core values,
thus the accompanying rubrics is that there is some level of common activity and
collaboration happening within these first five years of their creation and application. For
instance, one of the four categories of the creativity rubric, originality’ states in a
subcategory “consistently brainstorms and explores numerous ways to solve problems.” The
school’s intent was not for the teacher or department to follow verbatim, but to adapt where
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applicable, and use it productively to encourage this certain aspect of creative learning. All
other departments refrained from including aspects of the creativity and innovation rubric
within their general standards or anything connected to teacher evaluation explaining that it
did not fit or match what they do day to day. The creativity and innovation rubric was created
by a small team of department director’s in a comparative analysis of Massachusetts schools
that have a similar rubric (Appendix C). The resulting document in use consists of four
aspects of creativity, and appeared more simplistic in form than rubrics viewed from other
comparative schools. Few of the teachers interviewed stated that they used or relied on this
rather new document of two years.
How Teachers Understand Creativity in Their Subjects
Teachers involved in the study acknowledge that recognizing and instilling creative
approaches within their methodologies, does make the learning experience more well
rounded, reaches more students, and adds to the depth and intrinsic motivations of both
teacher and student. Teachers also bolster this answer with references to creative approaches
instilled through group work, project based work, or as one teacher illustrates in a lesson
plan, historical re-enacting with props, costumes, and student written approaches. Many
teachers have referred to group work, or collaboration seemingly as related to creativity.
However, it is well documented that this is not necessarily always true. Research often makes
connections to group work, or collaborative learning as possibly allowing for activities and
learning strands that may bolster creative learning. Why some teachers persist in making
some connections or allusions between creativity and group work was not explored further.
None of the interviewees alluded to the connective, collaborative quality that appears in
creative research on learning consistently, so follow-up was not pursued.
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Jim, approaching 30 years in science, relates infusions of creativity to student
engagement. He states:
The more they engage, the more they can play with the stuff at hand, the more they
will understand. I use play in a positive way. For me personally, I’ve got show and
tell practically every day whatever we’re talking about because the kids need
manipulatives. Math must suck because there’s no show and tell. It’s hard to make
that in any way engaging. Yet, we (science) do very little on the creative front with
our calling. We’ve been negligent as a department. Cookbook kind of labs dominate
where the kids follow a bunch of directions.
Jim’s strong rhetoric seems to follow what the majority is striking at. They appreciate
creativity, feel comfortable with what they know about it, and interject it where they can, yet
feel that directions and currents in the field are making applications of creativity within
learning more difficult. This difficulty will be more fully addressed later in this chapter.
What proved to be a surprising element amongst many of the interviews were that
many participants identified their personalities as teachers with their own creative sides or
“edges” to use typical language found. A science teacher, Sue, refers to herself as being
creative because she is ‘drama’ and not the inverse, or a controlled PowerPoint type teacher
(references to much of the rest of her department). Another science teacher, Ed, refers to
himself as using manipulatives and being playful, or attributes central to creativity. Jim, also
from science, refers to making the experience “hands-on” and project or problem based, as he
would have wanted it as a student and closer to the “realities of creativity.” Many referred to
just being interested in trying new things, not desiring to be “lockstep,” and becoming bored
by providing experiences for the learners in “tight or strict” manners. This is not what they
think students would want, or what they remember wanting. Many responses tied back to
their own youths in school and several referred to “what worked for me.” The bulk of the
responses emphasized process versus the more product related inclusion often displayed by
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arts educators. As indicated in Chapter Two, many educators often do not see past the
product when perceiving creativity or even at that point relegate creativity to a talent, and
much less to a built skill or attitude.
Sue, from science and roughly midcareer, sees that lessons are defined from the
beginning to the end. Within present teaching, she views science as having very scripted and
set content, leading to a ranking as to how your kids do from question to question. She sees
this as a conflict with her own orientation because she has a drama background, and good
teaching involves drama. She also says she receives mixed messages because despite the
scripted content, “we’re told to be as creative as we want.” Sue interjects that despite the
“scripted-ness” and constant allusions that “we need to get these kids to college,” with “her
drama” background she finds ways to get bits of creativity into her delivery. Sue seemed
resigned to the way things were, but yet not defeatist in giving up what she terms as creative
approaches, often more illustrated through her delivery than what the students actually do.
Teachers Believe That Creativity is Important
Questionnaire Results
Responses to the Likert scale question, “Do aspects of creativity belong in the general
classroom?” show strong support for including creativity in the classroom. Nearly all
responses were ones, or “strongly agree” that creativity belongs in the classroom. One
respondent answered with a two, and one, surprisingly with a five or strongly disagreeing
with creativity as belonging in the classroom. His other responses were not unusual or distant
from the general consensus, so the rating of five may have indicated a misreading of the
Likert question.
Interview Findings
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Overall, the teachers interviewed revealed beliefs that creativity is important. Perhaps
Mary, an experienced English teacher summarizes most adroitly:
Knowing that’s when great teaching happens is when the kids have a chance to be
creative…they’re so excited being creative, they’re buzzing…This is what makes
teaching fun.
Adding to this are shorter comments, each reiterated by at least two to three
interviewees, such as “creativity creates excitement,” “creativity is important for the ‘whole
child,’” and acknowledgment of the school’s Makerspace program as “really adding and
emphasizing the creative touch.” Very few, almost no, statements or allusions in the
interviews indicated negative values about creativity. Any negative value statements given
were very limited and ranged from conditions, support, and training to the teachers’ own
perceived negligence in providing creative instruction and learning. Even these comments
were combined with conditional factors. These conditions and factors will be discussed later
in this chapter.
Many of the teachers interviewed are still reckoning with just what creativity in
learning is, its role in school, and how they even define it themselves. A younger English
teacher of four years experience reflects that it depends upon the teacher, and their level of
experience and comfort with creativity. One teacher, Frank, who pulled his own daughters
out of the particular district he lived in (not the Central High School district) when they were
11 years old, likens creativity to the process of a Montessori type school, “letting people
grow at their own stage, having high quality manipulatives, and building confidence and
ability to do things.” He tries to remember these practices in his own approaches here. He did
not think the district his daughters were in had the whole child in mind, and mentioned
creativity is a big part of this. As well, he adds that his daughters, who thought they had a
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creative spirit, did not like the way their middle school was directing them. Frank reiterates
then that it is not necessarily something you teach, but that “one can nourish it, can provide it
with experiences that allow it to grow, and one can also crush it and say that this is
something we do not do.”
Teachers interviewed often spoke about aspects of creativity as seen through the
students’ traits, skills, activities or abilities. Sarah perhaps spoke the most directly and
fervently about children:
They all start with the potential to be creative. Some of them get their creative outlets
because their parents believe in it so they expose them to the art classes and theater
and dancing, whatever, but in school I think those opportunities have become very
limited.
She laments not having the chances to teach with the levels of creative approaches
she did more than a decade ago. She describes the high schooler who has had exposure to
creativity as self-confident, friendlier, open, and able to present with ease. The children with
the artistic edge may be a bit more reserved; however, the pride is there as well. She admits
much of this confidence may come from their home life, for she mentions that parents are the
first place creativity is fostered and “set up.” Almost all of the teachers interviewed and
questioned had beliefs consistent with research about how creativity manifests and expresses
itself somewhat differently from one learning area to the next. Sarah believes that
differentiation and individuation in teaching is so important because many of the kids already
have creative foundations and need to be allowed to continue learning partly in this way.
Bob, an experienced social studies teacher, identifies creative oriented children as
being self-validating rather than just focused on achieving good grades. He states, “If they’re
not interested in something, they don’t care. When they care about something, they will put a
lot of effort into things.” He does think that some children at the high school age definitely
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walk in with more creative elements than others. Bob cites the environment at home as an
integral factor, noting that being entertained, television, and lack of guidance at certain points
allows children to drift away from identifying as creative. Ed from science sees several
factors in children that allow for ease with creative activity and learning. One is
inquisitiveness, one is the “let’s make something” attitude, and the other big factor he
mentions several times over is the home environment and whether they’ve been brought up
in a fail-safe manner and not afraid to search and inquire, such as, “These are the kids who
are not afraid to fail.” His concern goes out to those who have not had such environments. He
says that it is that much harder to pull this attitude out and build a creative foundation that, in
essence, helps learning in many other ways and areas. He expounds from there through
several different lessons he brings to children, particularly in the biology area.
Where Educators’ Views of Creativity Come From
Educators, like everyone else including the students they are responsible for, possess
a variety of influences that gave them their current viewpoints, values and stances. One of the
most influential is one’s own upbringing. A case in point was the young fifth year teacher,
Ed, who highly credits his own science teaching parents who encouraged him, through ‘open
allowance’ or permissiveness that enabled risk, tinkering, finding out how things work, and
basically accepted that he might not get an answer or be able to put the machine or similar
thing back together. He obviously carries that inquisitive, open-minded “let’s see what this is
made of or how it works” approach into adulthood and finds it central to a curious and
creative mind. He credits other sources as well; however, much of his emphasis in answering
and with the passion he infuses puts these origins central to his own present viewpoints.
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In the interviews, teachers discussed how they had learned about creativity. A few
had examples of past professors thinking outside the box and a couple of interviewees spoke
of past teachers’ giving options within assessment, such as including more types of responses
within tests, as related to creativity. Several interviewees reiterated that they would be
likelier to include of creative oriented learning if they felt comfortable with it, but their own
educational experiences had not emphasized creativity. Lil, an experienced and highly
respected social studies teacher puts it this way, “I went to a really competitive and elite
college. There was so much focus on grades and just being excellent all the time. It created
an atmosphere where it was often hard to be creative.” She goes on to say that at the graduate
level, the courses in education offered more focus on creative teaching. Sue, from science,
feels lucky in that her undergraduate experience in science was at an upstate New York
college primarily known for and filled with elementary education students including her
roommates and that the focus always seemed to be ‘on learning’ versus the subject primarily.
On the other hand, creative results from education classes were not common. The range was
from positive statements, such as Lil’s to Frank’s: “I’ve never met a teacher that has told me
that they learned an awful lot from their education classes. Most teachers I’ve talked to said
that graduate education classes were a waste of time.”
Challenges and Obstacles to Creativity
Students are Ambivalent
Comments I have heard from students in recent years suggests almost all like the
sound of creativity and initial notions of it. A frequent comment is “it breaks up the day.”
Although some students enjoy creative approaches, teachers say that many resist creativity.
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The colorful history teacher, Frank, sees effects passed onto the children due to current
approaches including lack of creative attention:
I don’t blame the kids. I don’t blame them because they’ve learned to play the
education game. We’ve also taught them to not take chances. Creativity is all about
taking chances. As much as we say “creativity’s a good thing,” we penalize them
taking chances. Kids learn quickly to become risk-averse.
Sarah, an experienced math teacher, sees many high schoolers as afraid now to take a
leap, or a risk. She feels it has not always been this noticeable. Even a small leap frightens
many. Ed made frequent examples in his description about taking apart the “mower,” and
does not see children often coming to the school with these experiences, whether a mower, or
anything else. Sarah suggests that students want to be in sequence or lockstep with where
their peers are, whether in their class, or where others are in different classrooms, but the
same classes. Some even get edgy when the teacher tries new approaches or material not
really “set” to the book or curriculum.
In the questionnaires, an English teacher mentioned that she notices many kids not
enjoying, or even getting nervous about collaborative or group work, which as indicated
earlier has frequently coincided with perceptions attached to creativity. Another teacher
viewed collaborative work as fostering creativity, but also noted ‘antipathy’ from many
students toward occasional group work. Suggestions from both teachers and students indicate
differing views on how they prefer including creative work as an individual or group
endeavor. This could also be an indication that less group work than prior years is being
taken on by teachers, even though collaboration is part of the school’s core values and aligns
with skills used in creative learning approaches. Very few references amongst the
interviewees used the term ‘collaboration’ that is used within the school’s core values. The
core values also do not mention where group work at all. However, Jan from English offers
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one explanation for student resistance to group work in “the collaboration issue is at stake
because they have to figure out a way to work with other people who may have a lower bar
for what goes”. Projects or project-based approaches also raise student anxieties.
Often laced with such comments were concerns and observations of how the student
body has changed in this test era. One teacher, Mary from English, cites:
They haven’t done a lot of that fun stuff, from third grade on they’re doing tests. It
must be really hard to teach elementary school now, having little kids testing and
frantic and stressed. As much as we say “creativity’s a good thing,” we penalize
taking chances. Kids learn to become risk-averse. We’ve taught them to not take
chances. Creativity is all about taking chances.
An experienced social studies teacher, Bob, reiterates and sums up the approach students
have become adjusted to:
I don’t blame the kids. I don’t blame them because they’ve learned to play the
education game. Some students want to be challenged that way. Other students just
don’t want to be challenged.
These responses seem to refer to a view that although creativity is great in an ideal situation,
tests are the reality. Students have learned to work without creativity and make the best of it.
Responses also indicate that many are separating fun and creativity from the serious business
of learning. An English teacher of over 30 years experience noticed that although kids are
full of story, they express difficulty with their “voice” in writing, and that this is attributable
to the high amount of analysis found in tests and thus, test culture. Students desire that work
they experience in the day be “set up,” and what is not set up or oriented in easy to decipher
steps incurs leaps or risk, and that’s less comfortable.
Teachers Are Not Sure How to Assess Creativity
Almost half of the respondents were concerned about the assessment of creative
based work. Concerns range from not wishing to see assessments and evaluations in
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creativity on any tests to questions like, “How could I ever measure students creatively when
so much is based on process and divergent directions?” One expressed ambivalence
regarding questions as to how she could ever create a rubric for such work.
Unanticipated responses came up regarding measurement, such as this from Mary in
English:
[I’m] frustrated with the assessment piece. You make the grade significant, they care
so much about it that they don’t want to do anything that’s not the right answer. It’s
harder to assess because it is so open ended, students can come up with a variety of
responses. Yet you always have one to two students that think way outside the box
and yet have valid responses.
From the math department Sarah adds:
They’re [students] nervous about it because it’s not easily graded. I don’t use rubrics
anyway—it doesn’t lend itself to the kind of grading. The more creative projects are
hard to grade, and so they’re more intimidating if you’re feeling like you have parents
that are concerned. They are a little harder to defend a grade.
Researchers and practitioners have always faced difficulties and ambivalence
regarding any type of measurement or quantification of creativity. Creativity in the different
learning areas is associated with a wide variety of characteristics and personal traits
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Schmidt, 2014; Simonton, 2003), which possibly aids in the
difficulty of knowing what to assess and highlight in any grading. Mary from English
believes much of this wide viewpoint as to what creativity is without overarching or defining
features derives from students’ viewpoints that projects are not as easily graded nor black and
white.
There may be more factors to consider in assessing creative learning, but indications
suggest that if an indicator within an assessment does not allow for straightforward scoring
and correlations to the curriculum and intended rubrics, then those choices are harder to
make. Also interestingly, they include “project” as a type of work when discussing creativity.
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It is difficult to structure and assign value when assigning creative work. This may be a
limiting factor to overall consideration of much creative endeavor within learning.
Teachers Are Skeptical About the School’s “Core Value” of Creativity
Central High’s most recently added Core Rubric for a core value, was Creativity &
Innovation. This rubric consists of four categories, and within the four, of a breakdown of
approaches with the typical four weights given of exemplary, proficient, developing and
beginning. For details of this rubric, go to Appendix C. Three of the four categories
evaluated, originality, flexibility, and evaluation and reflection, derive from headings often
found in literature, such as Torrance (1987). The fourth, innovation, reflects aspects of
creativity put into action, or applications and modeling of creativity, or further, focused on
use of the created product.
Several teachers have seen the current scoring rubric for creativity and innovation
(Appendix C), a few have contemplated using aspects of it, and none adhere to it on a regular
basis. Compared to the other school core values, awareness and discussion of creativity and
innovation in department directors meetings and work sessions, general discussions and
faculty meetings, and communications (posted information, emails, or professional
development information), remains light in volume. Interviewees mentioned of its ‘last
added’ status and other factors such as the present scoring rubrics as more difficult to
translate into values or grading, and harder to defend or justify. Based upon a sampling of
course syllabi from these four subjects, English teachers referred the most to the creativity
and innovation core value and showed usage of the scoring rubric. Math and science had
listed references to both aspects of creativity, such as curiosity, experimentation, and
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problem solving ties. There were also several references to the core value, however, not as
frequent as English.
Much of the commentary and reflections from those interviewed, while seldom
attached to mention of the rubric, reflected aspects of originality and flexibility, and in
definitions and conceptualizations of creativity, responses stayed within the confines of these
two. The interviewees did not mention evaluation and reflection. Research into creativity
discusses the critical, or evaluatory aspect of creativity, and creative continued growth, often
aligned with aspects of reflection.
None of the interviewees spoke of deriving value from or even using this tool.
Although the other five rubrics were easy to access via several channels, such as the printed
“Program of Studies,” student or faculty handbook, the Creativity and Innovation rubric was
not. Several of the interviewees suggested that this last school-wide rubric was added to
“make a statement” in, or “round out” the recent school New England Association of Schools
and Colleges (NEASC) accreditation reporting (in 2014). Professional educational groups
such as ASCD (Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development) (2016) or the
Partnership for 21st Century Skills also frequently refer to similar inferences on what is
needed in today’s curriculums and methodologies. Teachers interviewed were skeptical about
whether the school’s leadership was sincere about valuing creativity and innovation, because
it was added last and there has not been any professional development addressing it. Also
mentioned are the increased difficulties of manufacturing aspects of this rubric into
trustworthy or supported assessed criteria within their daily lessons.
Several teachers interviewed did not know about the addition of creativity as a core
value even though it happened two years ago. This again indicates of the need for attention,
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and eventual professional learning not only for awareness of this newest core value, but
creativity’s value in learning, broadening understanding of creativity as well as dispelling
some myths prevalent about creativity (Burkus, 2014; Berkun, 2007), and how and when to
include it, and more. Revealing is this response:
I think it’s a great idea. It’s obviously what you want people to do. I’m not sure that
we actually live up to that ideal. It still has a lot of room for improvement. We just
haven’t had time to really spend the necessary time talking as colleagues.
One respondent even indicated the school had only added creativity for the accreditation.
An online search of approximately 30 high schools within Massachusetts (in a variety
of locations) exhibited about half using the term creativity in their respective mission
statements or core beliefs. Perhaps several points of view reflect such sentiment and
awareness. Mary from English indicates:
I don’t think they’ve done much to support it. I don’t think it’s intentional, but I think
the atmosphere around the world about education is so dismissive of creativity.
Mary’s response indicates at Central a lower level of support for the usage of creativity
despite its core value status, like many other schools. Little professional development at
Central currently addresses the creativity and innovation core value. Several teachers spoke
of the need for some professional development or training in aspects of creativity. A fifth
year science teacher just finishing his masters mentioned that it would be prudent to have
even one day of development devoted to creativity, to learning new ways to present most
anything. Reflecting upon his five years, he stated that he cannot think of a single example.
Although he views himself as a teacher who is creative and uses creativity, he identifies it
with experiences other than professional development, such as his parents, his participation
in Scouts, having to teach so many different preps in his early years, and experience teaching
and working at the Ecotarium, a nearby science museum equipped with many resources.
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Teachers Feel Pressure Not to be Creative
Frank seems to have thought out creativity’s place within learning very well and
offers more:
Creativity creates new—[I’m] inclined to think that new represents perhaps a threat.
New is not necessarily welcomed—better to keep everything the same. At same time,
same is boring. People that are often running the show want it all to be under control.
They don’t want change because change creates something new. This is true
throughout history. I encourage creativity wherever I can. All my tests have multiple
essays included.
Teachers’ comments regarding conditions that either block or allow for creative learning
mostly centered around time issues. For a respectable approach to creativity, time is needed
without strong deadlines or rigid guidelines. Time factors were brought up ranging from
there is no time to play, in reference to experimenting and finding ones own direction and/or
means, to Sue’s response of, “There is not time to do that and cover what I need to cover in a
year.” Time constantly weighs in. Discussion revolving around time also digs up some
antipathy towards the ultra-focus on content, at the expense of process, or owning and
developing one’s skills. Having very set, prescriptive, or metered curriculum hampers
individual efforts to foster creativity. One veteran mentioned choosing to teach more elective
English courses versus the required courses because they are less prone to regimentation and
tests. However, Sarah from math indicates that “you’re supposed to be doing fewer things in
greater depth—you cannot do that without creativity.”
Teachers explained often that creativity takes time, takes frequent additional
resources or manipulatives, and often involves setup for group work and collaboration.
Several talked further about the addition of lockstep approaches with the curriculum in
answer to the tests. This over-standardization of curriculum and subsequent timing, and the
need to stay parallel with units and coverage, all hurt creativity. Deadlines and “keeping up”
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are the premium in being deemed a good teacher. As an experienced math teacher, Sarah,
expresses:
[In] my discipline, math, we are supposed to be so lockstep with each other so that we
are testing at approximately the same time, and we are finishing chapters at the same
time. At the midyear point, we will be at the same place. You definitely get penalized.
You get asked why aren’t you keeping up.
One educator referred to students being raised on templates, and when teachers take away the
templates, there is floundering.
Focus on Testing
In science, Bob says:
I think education in general, and the push for testing, and the push for consistency has
hurt creativity. That push to rush through content to get to a big exam makes teachers
leery of slowing down and maybe taking the time that they think that creativity needs.
Responses such as these reflect concerns expressed by researchers (Robinson, 2001; Zhou,
2009) that such direction becomes cultural and inhibits use of creativity and other balanced
approaches. Science teachers in the study expressed that the focus on the answer comes at the
expense of creative approaches where there is no particular right answer. One Central science
educator, Jim, mentions refraining from inquiry with most labs because of the time factor.
Sue, also from science, says:
I think that current conditions set up an attitude that is the antithesis of creativity.
Creativity requires a certain amount of enabling, like plants require fertilizer. I
believe, destructive of creativity is the increasing standardization of our courses.
Standardization—oh hell, they are like that in third and fourth grades now.
Yet also, “The ability to create a creative piece is reflective of your understanding because
you cannot BS your way through it.” Jan, a younger teacher, reflects a sentiment in a stronger
statement that places much value on creative work that standardized type work possibly does
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not reflect and in a simpler statement echoes what several others have said is missing in
much of current classwork.
Standardization
Jim also believes much is done to stifle aspects of creativity in schools causing some
children to struggle without the fostering of creativity in tandem with curiosity, self direction,
etc. Perhaps some of this feeling comes from increasing levels of evaluation and the ensuing
standardization movements that help foster standardizations with courses and subjects.
Several teachers interviewed referred to increasing usages of standardization as
causes for less creativity, with one seeing it as starting as early as elementary grades. An
English teacher reiterates that she does not see it as necessarily intentional, but that it knocks
efforts that lean toward creative learning further down ‘on the list’ of processes to emphasize.
In this study, teachers in both the interviews and the questionnaires indicated that time and
many other factors compete for focus beyond content and tests.
Comparisons
The following and concluding section analyzes results garnered comparing veteran
teachers with newer to teachers approaching a midpoint in their practices. Following and
concluding is a comparison between teachers of the humanities and those from the sciences
and math.
Veteran Teachers vs. Newer Teachers
Analysis of the interviews also compared teachers with more years of experience, or
veterans, to newer teachers. Generally, all participants agree on the importance of creativity
towards learning, and also confide that they have difficulties with creativity, such as shortage
of time and increasing standardization. Both newcomers and veterans note variance in
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training regarding creativity. A difference amongst the two groups seemed to derive from
veterans’ actual years of experience during which they have seen change and variant
implementations of approaches. Some veteran teachers have noticed an erosion of time and
importance put toward the inclusion of creativity, even with the added core value of
creativity over the last few years. However, this variation was not noticeable with the midcareer or the newer teachers.
For purposes of clarity, the following table lists the veteran or experienced teachers
involved in this study vs. the newer teachers. Teachers with ten years or less were considered
newer, and 20 years or more were veteran. The two teachers with between 10 and 20 years
were defined as “midcareer,” and I found their responses sometimes could lean either way.
Table 4-1: Teacher Career Length Comparisons
___________________________________________________________________
Veteran teachers

Midcareer teachers

Newer teachers

Bob

20-24 years

Lil

15+ years

Ed

5 years

Frank

20-24 years

Sue

15 years

Jan

5 years

Sarah

35 years

Jim

25-30 years

Mary

35+ years
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Similarities
Both groups agree on the general perception that creativity is a good thing in the
context of learning. Teachers across the interviews commented that creativity, in some form
or another within learning, is important for the child, has its place in the context of learning
from their points of view, and does manifest differently in various learning areas thus
allowing different kinds of application. Not one interviewee spoke ill of creativity in learning
anywhere in the interviews. The various groups also had consensus on obstacles that
impaired or made creativity in learning more difficult, such as lack of time, standardization
of curricula, and variable quality of the training they had about creativity. They believe that
there is too much emphasis on tests, and that the curriculum often leading to tests tends to
limit time and ability to focus on creativity.
Tests. A highly respected Social Studies teacher and leader suggests that too much in
schools is assessed via tests, while a younger member of her department states “How am I
going to measure their actual understanding of this concept through a creative method?” A
young English teacher, Jan, extends “What holds me back initially is how am I going to
assess this? How do I make a rubric for this—it can be wrong because it does not show
understanding.” Overall, difficulties within various aspects of assessment, both formative and
summative transcended the teachers’ experience levels.
Time. Every one of the veteran participants mentioned limited time as a condition or
force that limits consideration of creative learning, and three of four in the combined younger
and mid career group made similar comments. Phrases like “without a doubt,” or “the focus
on tests limits time…” were typical responses. Though time is not the only limiting factor for
creativity, its frequency across experience shows a common concern. Mary, an experienced
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English teacher, perhaps says it best: “For most anything creative it is a process and I think
schools now tend to just focus on the quick product.”
Training. Newer and veteran teachers also agreed that they had not received training
from the school about aspects of creativity, such as its assessment or proper usage within the
curriculum. Jan expresses, “How am I going to measure their actual understanding of this
concept through a creative method?” Jim said he was “frustrated with the assessment aspect.”
Ed describes creativity as “harder to assess because it is so open ended.” All of these
comments reflect the need for more professional development. As Lil said, “Professional
development is an area for improvement.” Overall responses in this study indicate an
overwhelming acceptance to aspects of creativity in learning, yet if there is not personal
experience, comfort, or acceptance within current conditions of this job, there seems to be
distance with its application and identity from the teacher. For instance, Jan who teaches
English, offers “When people say creativity, it often gets pigeonholed. It’s like an art thing.”
Sue, from science suggests that using creativity comes from experience. Perhaps chances to
use creativity very often have diminished somewhat with what is being asked of teachers
across the board. Ed refers to his youth of having two parents raise him with much
“purchase” toward creativity as formative to his own views and inclusion of creativity in
learning. He sees this as a “big allowance” in taking risk and fostering curiosity, a basal
element with creativity. Ed believes he has become more creative in his first five years from
learning to work on the fly and not get frustrated, or in other words being responsive. Perhaps
the bulk of those interviewed have not had chances to develop foundational experiences to
allow and be comfortable with creativity beyond dabbling.
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Differences
Rubrics. Differences found between the two age groups start with newer teachers
seeming more comfortable with the idea that creativity can be assessed with rubrics. The
newer teachers often suggested that they have at least a moderate level of comfort embracing
rubrics, even for evaluating creativity and creative learning tasks. References to rubrics
amongst this group usually mention the term rubric in a matter of fact way, suggesting that it
is woven into these teachers’ methodologies. The veteran who is using some aspects of
creativity most likely has found some ways to assess certain aspects of creative learning, or
ways they have used and see as time tested, whether checklists as math teacher Sarah
suggests as successful for her, to various forms of writing that social studies teacher Frank
feels comfortable assessing for both content and with an “eye out” for creative aspects.
Belief that Schools Are Less Receptive to Creativity. Mary, the experienced
English teacher, says that teacher training currently does not include awareness and inclusion
of creative learning as she experienced years ago. In her view, newer teachers subsequently
have become a generation that does little true creative teaching and learning nor will they
value it. What she was referring to was having enough time and allowance to take chances as
a teacher honoring creative learning, and not just short infusions or simple token exercises.
Mary teaches more of the expressive approaches to writing and expresses strong support for
including them. Several other veteran teachers seem to reflect the idea that teaching has
changed, with such responses as “when I had time and freedom,” or “there’s no room in the
curriculum.” Veterans remember teaching before high stakes tests and the new, detailed
teacher evaluations. As Mary says, “One knows that’s when great teaching happens when the
kids have a chance to be creative. There is little time now.” Sue from science also expounds
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upon creativity germinating from experience, and that nobody starts out creative, but some
do pick it up quicker and with more openness toward risk. Mary also does not see any focus
or emphasis on creative learning, and thus believes many teachers as a result generally do not
see creativity with any priority, despite the current inclusion of creativity within the school’s
core values.
Sarah, when reflecting upon her career, agrees that creativity in learning has eroded
over the span of her career. She sees time as a major factor in inhibitions toward creative
applications. The time is not built in with standardization and lockstep approaches from
teacher to teacher with evaluations also a factor. She also harkens back to when she had
access to a more creative math curriculum, which included interdisciplinary and humanistic
elements, that is no longer available or warranted by both her boss and the school. Several
times in the interview Sarah suggested that her colleagues do not really understand creativity:
“They [math teachers] will say they have creativity, and I’m just like ‘OK, yeah, you really
don’t know what it is, but ‘OK.’” Sarah frankly attributes much of the erosion to the
movement in the last 15 years toward all students encountering the high stakes state math
tests. She says that those responsible for such tests really only value through the tests a
narrow area, and that schools, her bosses, etc. all have moved toward this narrow strand
causing more approaches, like her blended approach to math, to shrivel up. She also believes
that her department leader has marginalized her in courses and schedules due to her wider
embrace of creativity.
Veteran teachers’ length of experience, whether at Central or elsewhere, enables them
to talk of and reflect on times when they could include more creative learning, because there
was more freedom and allowance for it. Veterans will often explain that with their time in
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this field, they have seen a variety of implementations, good and not so good in their eyes
added, subtracted or just changed within curricula. The veterans seemed to have a clearer or
more articulated description and opinion when talking about creativity, particularly in the
context of education, and often more attached to a reflection in expression. This most likely
comes from statements and positions that they once had more time to exercise aspects of
creative learning in their plans, and as well see the difference since the additions of high
stakes tests and standardization in tandem with teacher evaluations. Younger teachers have
only experienced current conditions. With limitations, veterans still speak positively of the
possibilities with creative learning—however, they also realize that the more restrictive
approaches to curricula in their areas allows much less deviation and ability to consider
creativity. Veteran teachers often mentioned perceiving the younger teachers entering their
ranks as without much ‘purchase’ to use and also consider creativity. Perhaps the veteran
teachers feel that their ability to have used more creative teaching and learning is now out of
reach and thus one somewhat removed from consideration. The veterans also view the
addition of a school-wide rubric for creativity as having no effect on actual use of creativity
in aspects of learning here.
Newer teachers have only experienced teaching under existing high stakes testing and
evaluation policies. They also recall little time or attention to creativity in their recent college
and graduate experiences. Ed says he learned little in college about how to engage children,
even in science education classes, and that his graduate work also did not include
engagement or teaching in open-ended and in unique ways. He summarizes that creativity
most likely was not a priority. Jan, just five years into teaching English, reflects, “A lot of
teachers tend to feel like ‘Oh, creativity doesn’t apply to me.’” At the same time, the less
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experienced teachers in this study still value creativity. Newer teachers are more optimistic
about what they can do within the current constraints, for example, using rubrics to evaluate
creativity.
Science and Math vs. Humanities Based Teachers
Teachers from both groups often refer to creativity as related to the senses, and to the
arts, even when noting that creativity can transcend all learning areas. The biggest difference
between the groups is that humanities teachers place aspects of creativity within their actual
content as compared to seeing it as a separate tool, as math and science teachers seemed to.
The difference is that humanities teachers see creativity as more integrated with the content
they teach and with the normal kinds of assignments students do in their courses, but the
math-science teachers see creativity as an “extra” that they can use or not use.
For clarity, the following diagram charts humanities vs. math and science teachers.
Table 4-2: Teacher Subject Comparisons
Math/Science
Sarah

Social studies/English
Bob

Sue

Jan

Jim

Frank

Ed

Lil
Mary

Similarities. The interview with Jim shows how teachers tend to relegate much of
creative learning to the senses. This is described in his mention of “show and tell” relying on
seeing and touching. This is also a description laden in process, as has been a moderate
difference with the humanities, where the description is somewhat closer to their own
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description of themselves. Most teachers in this study also made less extensive references to
the senses.
Another similarity is that several teachers from both groups suggested that creativity
is most closely tied to the arts, as has been discussed earlier in the chapter. Perhaps they are
noticing the closeness of creativity to the arts, or that creativity is more of a central theme
with the arts. Teachers from both groups realize that creativity is at the same time a
phenomenon that can be inclusive to most any learning area.
Differences. Differences between these groups tended to focus on the relationship
between the content of what teachers teach and creative outcomes or techniques. Science and
math teachers see creativity as less integrated into their subjects. The science and math
teachers were more apt to see creativity as a separate component, or as a methodology, and
thus generally do not see creativity as the humanities teachers tend to. The humanities
teachers see creativity, as they define it, as part of the actual content. In humanities, creativity
could also be part of the product, whether it is writing creatively, a creative act, or creativity
threaded through history.
A smaller, though possibly notable, difference was that the humanities teachers
seemed to have a little more exposure to creativity in their training and upbringing, as
expressed by several of both social studies and English teachers and coming mainly from the
content they deal with. For example, Frank from history expresses that with the type of
writing endemic to his subject, that creativity is interwoven within the means. Two English
teachers, Mary and Jan, relate poetry, storytelling and writing to creativity. Several teachers
from the humanities state the need for a strong content base as needed to allow for creative
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teaching and learning, rather than seeing creativity and content as separate. Lil from social
studies perhaps states it best and also cites a need for professional development as well, in:
That is an area for improvement. When hiring, if you do not have strong content, are
not well read coming in, it’s going to be very hard for you to create opportunities for
the kids to think creatively.
A math teacher, Sarah on the other hand states that she actually feels like she has become less
creative over the years, but she know the humanities “touch upon it.”
Possibly, the humanities teachers have a more difficult time separating aspects of
creativity from their subject and see the two as interwoven. This possibly derives from their
own formations as teachers, and how they have experienced the content they teach as being
close to the creative process.
Science and math teachers, who generally identified less as “creative” in their
formative years, spoke of creativity as a tactic or component that could be added to their
subjects, implying that it was not central to their subjects. A science teacher, Sue asks, “How
can I bring in that creative aspect to benefit students in a science way?” Jim, teaching math,
figures that the daily addition of bringing in and using manipulatives and stories for teaching
math supplies students with creative experience. All science and math instructors speak of
perceive creative students as being pleasant and positive additions to their classrooms, at
times adding to the lesson and atmosphere.
Though one science teacher, Ed, describes himself both as a creative type, and
creative teacher, others from math and science seemed to relate creativity more to teaching
approaches and “ways” to do things, and tended to incorporate it as part of their repertoire or
teaching methodologies somewhat less.
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Conclusion
In the tradition of Merleau-Ponty (1945), and with what research states about
burgeoning interest in the qualities and skills of creative learning, as a researcher, I sought
out the attitudes and perceptions about creativity of core subject teachers at a large but
typical central New England high school. What I thought important to seek out were the
attitudes and formations, perceptions and understandings, challenges and obstacles, and
support that these teachers encounter and how they choose to discuss and frame the
phenomenon of creative learning. I sought teachers in the core academic subjects of English,
social studies, math, and science because they form the majority of the teaching corps, and
because they are often the four subjects that come to most anyone’s mind first, have the bulk
of tests and text directed toward them, and because these subjects to date have not been
associated heavily with creative learning. Some would simply say they are the important
subjects.
These teachers overwhelmingly value creativity, at least what they think it means
when they hear the word and associate it with students, with possibility, and in many
instances, with their own approaches in methodology, and even with their selves. They have
heard about it much in the press and educational literature. However, even though their
school possesses creativity as part of the last spoke in a five-spoke wheel of “core values,”
they see it less in their own high school. Most still associate creativity with the arts, yet will
also proclaim that it can serve anyone and any discipline, and also draw images of certain
types of students with somewhat certain traits and tendencies.
Teachers reflect positively upon their own experiences with and willingness to enable
creative learning. However, they also speak strongly about some of the difficulties facing
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them when they include creativity in their own lessons and approaches. The growth of high
stakes testing and its accompanying mindsets, standardizations of curriculum often in tandem
with teacher evaluations, and ever-increasing limits with time, sometime resources serve to
squash much embrace of creative learning.
Most teachers within this study provide pleasant and sometimes even glowing stories
of their own creative formations and outlooks. What has been most surprising in this study
has been the teachers’ rationale for deferring creative learning. Though the vast majority of
teachers interviewed have stories and accounts of how they have, more in the past, used
aspects of creative learning, with all of the aforementioned factors also weighing in, teachers
often provide responses that suggest they will get creative learning anyway with the arts
courses and experience. The teachers also agreed that although they have the desire to
include creative learning, including knowing of its benefits to students, they need much more
awareness and professional development even though the school added creativity as a core
value for their most recent NEASC school accreditation report. It has been suggested little
has been done up to and since then to act on this core value.
There seems to be less difference between the science and math vs. the humanities
teachers. Both again possess positive outlooks toward what creativity seems to represent and
can do for the learner, and the teacher. In a slight sense, the science and math instructors see
creativity as a component, or thing that can be added, taken out or used supplementary. A
couple sampled suggest that they were lucky to have this component available within their
own formative upbringings in support and modeling. The humanities teachers were
somewhat more comfortable suggesting of creativities thread and usage through the content
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of their respective subjects, and also of creativity in usage as something harder to separate,
thus its place within their subjects.
In conclusion, of note has been the frankness in attitude of creative learning from
teacher’s own eyes, heart, and experience. What has struck me most as the researcher in this
study has been the “deferral” aspect. This attitude may be helped along by the school
possessing a strong and vibrant arts presence, by prevailing attitudes, or even acceptance of
present and noted conditions as the way thing have come to be. That is not to say they still do
not possess positive perceptions of the opportunities found with creative learning.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to probe the attitudes, perceptions, and understandings
of a core group of educators at a typical or middle of the road high school and develop a
picture of their understanding, attitudes, and perceptions of the phenomenon of creative
learning with students. This phenomenological, qualitative study aimed to develop valuable
insights into this complex phenomenon, one often interpreted, used, and viewed from a wide
variety of directions.
There is a stated demand for creativity in learning, whether from parents, politicians,
community, or educational leaders themselves. Research states that definitions and
conceptions vary widely, both in the research arena and in practice. Also, many suggestions
abound upon useful applications of creativity within the mainstream of schools, and to
benefits derived from creativity in learning. However, little research exists on how the
phenomenon is grasped by practitioners, particularly at the high school level, and further, in
typical core subjects in which most schools center and define their curricula, beyond the
often thought of “creative” subjects of the arts, or art, music, and theater.
In generalizing the findings of this study, I have attempted to shape a better
understanding of how actual high school practitioners interpret creativity, and thus put it into
practice in their classrooms. This study began three years after the subject high school had
added “creativity and innovation” as one of its core values. Thus, the call for more inclusion
of creativity into practice is legitimized, but how have the teachers embraced it and
responded? Are their understandings widely interpreted as well? Has there been adequate
scaffolding from the school to support this, and do barriers exist to being creative? What are
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the useful takeaways from this study? This chapter is divided into the following sections: a
discussion of findings, and recommendations based on these findings.
Discussion
Overall, teachers view creative learning positively and as beneficial to the adolescent
learner, yet the range of views as to what it is remains wide. It also comes as no surprise that
there are many pressures inherent in today’s high schools that help to diminish a value such
as creative learning, even when it is warranted in a school’s mission or core values. Just to
name a few, high stakes testing, standardization, social and teen issues, and lack of resources
may all contribute to creativity in learning’s lack of exposure and value. Perhaps the most
notable finding in this study worthy of discussion is that many core subject teachers defer
creative learning to teachers in perceived creative areas, such as the arts.
Creative Learning Viewed Positively, and With Ambiguity
Overall, teachers indicated positive attitudes toward the broad concept of creativity,
its value to students and the atmosphere in the classroom, and its place in 21st century
schools. Concepts varied in whether teachers narrowed it down or preferred broader
sweeping viewpoints. Within this study, teachers said that part of being creative was to be
broad, wide, accepting, and generally, novel. They did not mention much connection
between creativity and developing a useful idea or technique.
Not a single participant had a detailed typology of creativity such as the delineation
offered by Kaufman and Beghetto (2009, 2013) in the form of the Four C’s discussed in
chapter two, nor did they feel inclined to pin down specifically what creativity was. Teachers
prefer and/or rely on a broad, accepting concept of what creative learning is and how it
should be used, and at times this concept may be partially defined by prevailing myths. One
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may also derive from the study that there is broad variability in how teachers come to form
opinions and understandings of what creative learning is. Teachers noted barriers to
creativity from sources such as lack of teacher education, professional learning, time,
resources, and even the extent of acceptance of this phenomenon at the whole-school
community level. Regardless of the problems and ambiguity, creativity was seen as a positive
and beneficial attribute for teens to experience and use.
Deferring Creative Learning
The majority of teachers in this study, or three-quarters, suggested that within their
particular subjects, which were all core subjects, that they did not need to teach creatively
because creativity was generally taught in the arts, and the school has a fine arts graduation
requirement of a year. This finding suggests that much of the responsibility for creative
learning thus is placed or deferred upon the shoulders of the arts teachers. Whether phrased
closer to “we do what we can” to “I don’t have time or the resources and besides, the arts
cover creativity,” or “creativity is happening elsewhere in the building more suited for it,”
these assumptions imply that creativity is indeed being taught within the school, but
elsewhere, and therefore these teachers are basically off the hook even though they
personally value its inclusion in the scheme of what and how kids are taught. Suggestions
within the findings indicate of a somewhat easy omission therefore of aspects of creative
learning because creative learning is being covered in better suited areas. What the teachers
also imply is that frankly they do not have the time, resources or support to squeeze this type
of learning into an already crowded and demanding curriculum. However, because the arts
are rarely placed on equal footings within both time or budgetary commitment with the
subjects represented in this study, creativity may be shortchanged in the school as a whole.
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This shortcoming happens even though the school includes creativity as a core value and has
an arts requirement for graduation. Many Massachusetts schools do not go this far. For
instance, on a larger scale statewide in Massachusetts, less than 30% of the high schools have
a graduation fine arts requirement (Caouette, 2008). A majority of the school districts
possessing a fine arts requirement also allow a wide swath of what constitutes fine arts, and
many of the options are not screened as to whether creative learning is a requisite component
for the fine arts qualification.
Whether the school has a requirement or not, perceptions that students will get what
they need creatively from the arts places a burden on the arts teachers, but also allows the
“deferment” to promulgate and creates a false notion that creativity in learning is in motion
school wide. Arts educators generally enjoy and use the close alliance of creativity with their
curricula. However, notions of a deferment, in this case towards the arts could create
problems for these curricular areas, particularly with the unsteady footing the arts remain on
since the establishment of high stakes testing. Not every student passing through high schools
gets to experience the arts, nor do arts courses necessarily assure that students experience
creative learning in a broad sense transferable to all and not just to those with strong aesthetic
direction. Arts educators probably would also not desire to have these greater responsibilities
added to their full slate of responsibilities in their schools.
False notions within education that something is being taught, when it actually is not,
are problematic for any part of the curriculum. This is particularly true with a topic such as
creative learning of which possesses levels of ambiguity, continues with persistent myths,
and contains tough hurdles such as getting a grasp on assessing for creativity. Should creative
learning have to be ever-present within every aspect of the curriculum? No, as can be seen in
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the school’s other core values. For instance, with “communications—written and spoken,”
this core value is not applied in practice within every subject or lesson, but can be applied
where useful and beneficial. The possibility of deferment, within any assumed area of
importance, would present a problem, particularly in the sense of allowing many to believe it
is being implemented in many contexts.
Administration and Teaching
What has surfaced in this research is the viewpoint from teachers that the school
administration does possess the desire to forward creative learning toward the mainstream of
learning in core subjects. Paradoxically, teachers also see administrators as an obstacle to
creative teaching and learning. At Central High School, administrators also serve as
evaluators, and teachers expressed concerns about the effects of the state’s newer teacher
evaluations as part of the reason why more creative learning does not find its way to the
classroom. Teachers desire to be viewed and valued favorably, and if evaluation focuses on
the teacher instructing efficiently, staying aligned with the plan, maintaining standardization,
and keeping fairly tight control of the environment and results, as these teachers cited, it
takes away “risk” and other factors and skills often aligned with creative learning. Document
research indicated also that the teacher evaluation in use at Central does not have indicators
reflective of creative learning within the tool, however, aspects of other Core Values, such as
communication and literacy, or technology, are reflected within. Teachers value what
administrators think of their work, and inconsistencies, mixed messages, and/or areas in
which ambiguities surface in teachers viewpoint toward administrators at times creates
unease, as heard in teachers voices in this study. Perhaps the administrators themselves
possess varied viewpoints of creative learning, what it consists of and how to place it in best
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practices. However, teachers interviewed felt skeptical at where and how administrators
stood with this newer core value of creative learning. What teachers have said is there is a rift
here, and it does not help their desire to place more inclusion of creative learning. Though
none of the teachers in this research note specifically of the omission of creativity within the
teacher evaluation, aspects most often associated with creative learning are mentioned at
times as not reflected well in how evaluators generally observe them.
Teachers have also suggested that beyond administrators, some parents as well as
other stakeholders possess a wide conception of what creativity is and how it should be
included, and that this adds to the ambivalence in approaching creative learning. What
parents and stakeholders say and think in turn creates skepticism amongst teachers about its
weight and placement in the curriculum, and areas such as assessment and planning without
administrative support only add to already nebulous viewpoints.
Understanding and Application
Considering the responses elicited from half the interviewees and more than half of
those answering the questionnaire, it is apparent that many teachers do not in their personal
descriptions and understandings of creative learning, mention the factors and conditions
needed to build and support creative learning, such as a conducive environment, positive and
supportive attitudes from the teachers and beyond, and allowance as well as modeling for
skills aligned with creativity to emerge. At the same time, although three quarters of the
interviewees state that creative learning can benefit all, most of them also mentally separate
students into creative types vs. students not exhibiting creative traits. This acknowledgment
aligns with research (Fryer & Collings, 1991; Sternberg, 2003; Torrance, 1987), and also to
suggestions that both points of view exist. Though acknowledgments were frequent
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suggesting the growth of creative traits and abilities in children as partly deriving from
supportive upbringings, allowance, positive views of risk, and modeling mainly from their
homes, this viewpoint often coexists with what is an opposing derivative of innate ability.
Teachers within this study overwhelmingly acknowledge that certain conditions help
to forward possibilities for the enhancement of creative learning, particularly in the
classroom environment, but at the same time seemed vague as to what these conditions were
and how they could be developed for benefit. All too often, when on the topic of creative
learning, a lesson or activity became the form of thinking. For instance, an English teacher
builds a lesson around creating historical dress pertaining to a historical based reading, and
subsequently bases the assessment on aesthetical concerns without adherence to idea
gathering, decision making, research and considerations, construction, etc. This response also
suggests that teachers overall have not received adequate instruction on support in the form
of creative classroom conditions and methodologies. Several teachers indicated this as
lacking.
Recommendations For Research
Based on the previous research, findings, and discussion, recommendations for
further inquiry will be made within this section. These include studies of teacher
understanding of and preparation for creativity stand in a broader range of high schools,
further inquiry into the issue of teacher deferment of creative learning, research on creativity
in teacher preparation, study of creativity within and across academic departments and
disciplines, and lastly, what kinds of supports teachers need for successful creative learning
to take place. In discussing supports, which includes inquiry toward administrative roles is a
vital factor in forwarding creative learning, yet lacking in knowledge. Just as mentioned
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frequently in highly creative realms, the act of creating most often spurns more compelling
questions.
Training and Understanding Creative Learning
The teachers interviewed for this study did not receive the type of training needed to
understand creative learning or plan for it, or even in some circumstances, to model it. This
concern surfaced when the topic of creativity as a core value was mentioned and that it now
has some form of importance or value within the school. Generally speaking, creativity, and
creative learning have never held much sway within the parameters of schools or
curriculums, and as illustrated within this school. Even today, with creativity as a core value,
its purpose and placement within Central High do not come close at all to all the rhetoric
about creativity and 21st century readiness that is bantered around at all levels (Robinson,
2001, 2015).
Researchers need to build a knowledge base about perceptions of creativity and
possible barriers to its inclusion in schools. School leaders should also undertake program
evaluations within their schools to ascertain what levels of creative learning exist and are
used, and levels of understanding and support from department directors and administration.
Program evaluations, exit interviewing, and studies of new teachers would help to clarify
what exists and why within teacher prep programs. This research could become the basis of
changes or additions to existing programs. Larger scale studies possibly could include
multiple schools or entire school faculties, delving into use of time, efficacy of what exists in
creative learning offerings, both within school systems and teacher training, and studies of
support systems for creative learning from stakeholder levels to parents.
Deferment
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As indicated within this study, deferment does indeed manifest and allows for varying
levels, or indeed no levels of creative learning. With further study, taking the argument away
from whose responsibility it is, and allowing for further investment in building needed
teacher capacity and confidence where needed would and could grow investment in creative
learning within the schools looking for such investment, and cut down on false assumptions
about what has really been implemented and what learning may really be manifesting.
The idea that core subject teachers defer teaching creativity to their colleagues in the
arts is worthy of further study, including more teachers and schools, small, larger, urban and
rural. The focus of this further inquiry should be mainly on schools that have expressed that
creative learning is important. Studies could begin with document searches to conclude how
much depth is involved with current creative learning in core subjects and the arts. Where
widespread creative learning appears to be taking place, there could be in-depth study to
explore attitudes, curriculum plans, support and methodologies. Are these schools including
creativity across the curriculum, or are core subject teachers assuming that their arts
colleagues are teaching creativity?
The literature review in Chapter 2 suggests that information does exist on
programming, and discusses emerging literature upon topics such as creative assessment,
environments, and best practices in enhancing creative learning. The large majority of
teachers within this study believe that creativity learning is important, and can be developed
and taught, but these beliefs are a rather different statement from whether they feel personal
responsibility within the context of their subject matter to develop students’ creative learning
ability. Without further research on just how widespread deferment of creative learning to the
arts is, our knowledge is limited as to how much creative learning actually reaches children,
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and whether creative learning has much of a foothold beyond the arts. Adding to this
knowledge could best inform practitioners and preparers for best practices for the inclusion
of creativity in learning, particularly within a variety of learning disciplines and beyond the
arts.
Teacher Preparation
Based on the findings within responses and discussion from this study there seems to
be a low priority and/or lack of consistency in how teacher preparation programs address
creativity in teaching and learning. Areas needed for further research include what levels of
understanding and values exist or are evident within teacher preparation programs and
whether they match mission statements and values for programs purporting to reflect 21st
century learning. Inquiry ranging from what forms definitions of creative learning to
identifying primary creative characteristics within creative functioning children as
understand within the program, to assessing knowledge in establishing and maintaining
creative environments, or even as far as how these personal values and viewpoints within
teachers perceptions connect with their perceived views of their responsibilities to the
students and the school. If a preparatory program purports to engage with such direction, its
staff should also reflect such a mission.
Comparative studies could also be requested from state agencies choosing to ramp up
creative learning within the preparatory schools and universities. Appropriations and plans
would not be made without studies indicating where successes have been made within
schools well prepared and supported for creative learning. Colleges and universities within
such a possible state would be best prepared if they held some of these studies beforehand
and have laid groundwork to support such programming. Indications exhibit that there has
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been little study conducted on the efficacy and reach in preparing all high school educators
for the inclusion of creative learning within their portfolio or skill sets.
Beliefs Amongst the Various Subjects Taught
Interpretations within this study encourage those wishing to delve further to take
many of the questions used and arising from this study to specific academic disciplines for
future comparison within, and amongst disciplines. While the present study took a small
cross section of teachers from the typical core subjects and generalized indications suggest
positive viewpoints and support for students learning, future inquiry needs to go further to
create knowledge about how much creative learning is taking place in each subject, where it
seems to work best, and what subjects are best situated for such inquiry. Such inquiry would
also involve study of student levels of the development of creativity and not only teacher
level inquiry.
Obviously, further study within and between departments may also start with further
assessment of teacher attitudes and beliefs of creativity toward academic achievement.
Within the subject is it merely interesting, or does creativity also prove beneficial? Does
creativity have placement within the coverage of content and skill building within their
discipline, or does the perception of creative learning rank lower because academic
responsibilities closer to their subject matter rank higher? Attitudes and perceptions are initial
indicators as to whether teachers, or anyone for that matter, will use and invest in a
phenomenon at hand.
Once more is known of the phenomenon of creative learning within disciplines,
further discussions can prevail as to what roles these various departments should ensue
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related to the mission of developing creative learning, where interdisciplinary collaboration
or development would be beneficial, and how much depth should be undertaken.
Supportive Factors
Acknowledging that a supportive environment including usage, value, and practice
with creative learning is valuable in fostering creativity (Craft, 1995; Harrington, 1987)
necessitates research on whether teachers have received support, the environment, and the
training from their school leadership to implement and maintain successful creative learning.
Research on administrators could address whether administrators have a knowledge base as
to what creative learning is, and what they are doing to support this type of learning.
With the vast bulk of school leaders and administrators themselves hailing from
teacher backgrounds, and most often from the disciplines included within this study, do they
possess similar attitudes as expressed within this study? What are their attitudes toward
assigning delegation of responsibility amongst departments with developing student
learning? Are they confident and possess the tools to carry such a task? Are administrators
and school curriculum leaders possessing the knowledge to support their teachers within such
a charge, and do they have a strong overview of what environmental and attitudinal factors
are needed for such success? My research suggests that there is much information on creative
learning and supports for this type of learning. Perhaps it has not been coordinated well
enough for reach and application. More study and evaluation is perhaps also needed in order
to create applicable entry and interest for school leaders, and teachers available at agencies
and institutions charged with instructing and bolstering administrative and school leader
capacity.
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In addition to needs for assessing administrative conceptualizations of and values
about creative learning, it is also warranted to investigate what supports for creativity exist,
particularly in schools that have added creative learning to their language describing school
mission and/or core values.
Recommendations for Practice
The teachers interviewed in this study indicated that their professional development
and preservice training have not been nearly inclusive enough of creative learning, strategies
or best practices, let alone the history and background of creative learning within various
pedagogies and development. This finding suggests a need for teacher education and training
around creativity. Interviewees within this study suggested that little to no training on
creativity has been offered at Central since the institution of the creativity core value, and
even though they value creativity, they also would like to know much more about it,
particularly related to any ideas of working creative learning at times into their curriculums.
Topics could include what creativity is and can be, dispositions, traits and habits often
associated with and more conducive to creative learning, dispelling myths and fallacies that
often help to diminish creative learning, case studies or best practices of creative learning
from several different disciplines’ viewpoints, and also assessing for creative learning. These
topics could be considered starting topics, and could be expanded into multiple sessions.
This study has also exhibited a need for educator preparation programs to consider
coursework and experiences that would foster knowledge and understanding of creative
learning within the prospective teacher’s skillset, and subsequently how to create the
environment, conditions and curricula that allow creative learning at appropriate places in an
adolescent’s education. Like teachers, teacher educators and college administrators also
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cannot assume that creativity will come only or primarily when the arts are being taught, for
arts programs remain at varying levels of reach and implementation across the
Commonwealth. Of course, agencies themselves would have to warrant interest in creative
learning themselves or be spurned on via policy.
Central High School uses about 50 hours of training for first year teachers, with at
present, no instruction regarding creative learning and 30 hours for teachers entering their
second year, despite the focus of this experience centering around exemplary classroom
practice. Such a study would inform the school of needs for this core value. Inquiry assessing
entry-level teachers in ascertaining what they bring to the table in training, attitude, and value
regarding creative learning is a start in determining professional development needs for a
school desiring more inclusion and more consistency with this learning phenomenon. Well
within any scope may be probes as to what type of college program they matriculated from,
whether creative learning, even creative teaching had any place and priority, and/or whether
they received training in later graduate level coursework.
Consistency in professional development programming becomes very important for
students, taxpayers, and even those planning and administering a schools educational plan,
let alone mission for the simple fact of allowing all that what is intended and planned is being
carried out. If deferral, or avoidance for any number of reasons of an intended phenomenon
such as creative learning occurs, it allows too many people, including students to believe they
are experiencing the benefits of creative learning. Consistency in planning also allows school
leaders to better assess the big picture in what is working well and spotting needs and
deficiencies. Based on results within this study, veteran teachers should also be probed as to
what their needs and concerns are regarding creative learning, and to what level they have
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included creative learning within their subjects. Administrators and curriculum leaders can
then be directed what level and depth various teachers and departments need in developing a
learning plan for the schools educators.
Administrators need to conduct self-assessments in order to be knowledgeable to
aspects of creative learning, what it looks and sounds like in the classroom, as to best
practices, and toward assessment methods that are possible with creative learning. Often, a
hidden aspect of building such capacity is the administrator’s confidence through such
knowledge allowing them to lead, promote, and in effect cheerlead such efforts.
Conclusion
Even though teachers experience, come to know, and subsequently use various
aspects of creative learning within their practice in high schools main subjects, questions
remain as to whether creative learning is being used at more than surface levels, even in a
school trying to initially ramp up its place within learning. Teachers in this study cited
positive viewpoints of creativity, see creativity’s place in learning as important, and feel that
it is valued by students and at times enhances learning. Teachers, however, raised concern
with aspects of creative learning at present. Within this research concerns surfaced such as
assumptions made that cloud just who is responsible for creative learning, pressures and
factors curtailing creativity’s possible effectiveness, and shortcomings of implementation and
availability of professional learning about creativity. Teachers have very positive viewpoints
of creativity, yet they also have different definitions of what makes up creativity and how to
use it. Concerns about factors limiting creativity’s presence arose, as well as feelings that
creativity’s support and training for creativity remain low, even amongst administrators,
despite creativity’s placement in the school’s ‘core values’ several years earlier.
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One of the most surprising findings within this study is the notion that many, if not
most, core teachers defer the usage of creativity in their classrooms because they believe it is
being handled and used on the other side of the school within the arts, or simply is someone
else’s or another department’s responsibility to develop. Does this place undue pressure on
the arts to fulfill asked-for creativity within such a school’s mission, especially since these
subject areas are often in the ‘backseat’ with much less support and perceived importance?
Do teachers perceive, then, that creativity in learning is happening across the board, when in
essence it may be only touched upon lightly and in specific areas? How do administrators
and curriculum leaders respond and what kind of backing and tools do they have to respond
with?
Ken Robinson (in ASCD, 2013) suggests that several challenges face school
organizations in moving toward allowing all students to seek their creative potentials. They
are, first, gaining understanding toward the real nature of creativity, second, “implementing a
systemic strategy for developing individual creative capacities” (Zhao, 2013, p. 57-59), and
lastly having “a systemic strategy to facilitate and reward creative output” (Starko, 2013, p.
54-56). Many more researchers who often connect with 21st century learning suggest that if
they plan carefully and sensitively, schools can help, and have helped students reach their
creative potential. Clearly, more research, collaboration and coordination are needed to
forward the creative agenda. The voices and feelings as expressed in this study perhaps will
compel those interested toward areas needing further action and study.
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APPENDIX A
SECTION ONE
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
The interviews were semi-structured, based on the following questions.
What do you see as the core values of our school?
--If interviewee doesn’t mention creativity, ask if he or she is aware that it’s been
added to the mission statement.
Please give me an example of a time when you were most creative as a teacher.
What factors support your use of creativity in your classroom?
What gets in the way of creativity in your teaching?
Regarding college/preservice—Did you receive and/or partake in any training
or coursework toward creative learning? If so, what?
Tell me how you begin a new curriculum unit.
--Prompts if necessary: Do you start with questions? What kinds of questions?
What kinds of learning activities do your students engage in?
What do your students do at the end of a unit to show what they’ve learned?
--Prompts if necessary: Do they take a test? What kind? Do they write a paper? Do
they do a project?
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APPENDIX B
PRE-SURVEY
Dear Colleagues—
I am about to begin writing a dissertation on creativity in teaching. The
following brief survey will give me information about what teachers believe
about creativity and also serve as an indicator of interest in later interviews.
This survey is brief and will only take a few moments of your time. I hope you
may also consider participating in an interview and there is a question toward
the end of this form that deals with this.
Gender M F
Years taught ________________
Subject taught ______________
What and where did you study?
Under grad degree _________________ Year_____ Major _____
Grad degrees ______________________ Majors __________
Hobbies and/or learning areas of interest compatible with creative learning _________
Do you use aspects of creative learning and skill attainment within your teaching ?
Y N If so, name a few __________
In your experience, to what extent does creative learning take place in our school?
[Likert scale]
To what extent do you think of yourself as a creative teacher?
[Likert scale]
Would you be open and amenable to being interviewedover approximately 45-55
minutes regarding this topic in the next month or two?
If so, please provide your name and the best way to contact you. Interviews, unless
otherwise directed by the participant, will take place at the high school in a private
setting. Interviews will be confidential. A small gift compensation will be honored.
Name:
Contact Information:
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APPENDIX C

CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION RUBRIC
A Central HS student will…
Category

4-Exemplary

3-Proficient

2-Developing

Originality

·Consistently explores
and/or contributes
ideas/concepts and
expands on the
original idea in new
directions.
·Consistently
brainstorms and
explores numerous
ways to solve
problems.
·Able to see multiple
ways of reacting to
change and
independently
responds accordingly.

·Usually explores and/or
contributes ideas/concepts
and expands on the
original idea in new
directions.
·Usually brainstorms and
explores numerous ways
to solve problems.

·Occasionally explores
and/or contributes
ideas/concepts and
expands on the
original idea in new
directions.
·Occasionally
brainstorms and
explores numerous
ways to solve
problems.
·While still fairly
inflexible, the student
can be guided to
reconsider some
positions and points of
view.

·Rarely explores
and/or contributes
ideas/concepts and
expands on the
original idea in new
directions.
·Rarely brainstorms
and explores
numerous ways to
solve problems.

·Some self reflection
apparent, but has no
impact on product.

·No self reflection
apparent.

·Occasionally
demonstrates
modeling and/or
prototyping.

·Rarely demonstrates
modeling and/or
prototyping.

Flexibility

Evaluation
and
reflection

Innovative

·Product exhibits
improvement based
upon student’s selfscrutiny and feedback
from others.
·Consistently
demonstrates
modeling and/or
prototyping.
•Consistently seeks
useful applications of
intended product.

·Often able to
independently envision
new responses to varying
situations. When
supported, is able to
easily adapt responses to
fit the situation.
·Self reflection apparent,
impacts product
completion.

·Often demonstrates
modeling and/or
prototyping.
•Often seeks useful
applications of intended
product.
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•Occasionally seeks
useful applications of
intended product.

1-Beginning

·Lacks flexibility,
maintains positions,
and points of view in
spite of new and
changing conditions.

•Rarely seeks useful
applications of
intended product.

APPENDIX D

DOCUMENTS USED WITHIN THIS RESEARCH

The following is a list of documents used within this research for review and/or
supplementation to the viewpoints presented. Not all data is reflected within this research.

•

Professional development agendas from the years 2012-2015

•

Central High Program of Studies booklet from the years 2012-2015

•

Syllabi-- Several syllabi were gathered, or approximately 3-4 from each of the
four departments.

•

Department Head/Administrative Bi-Weekly Meeting Agenda and Notes, as
gathered from the Researcher. Approximately 90% of the meetings reflected in
the period of school year’s 2014-15 and 2015-16.

•

Curriculum Maps-- Two curriculum maps were selected from each of the four
core curriculum areas

Lesson Plans—Four unit lesson plans were included from US History, Statistics,
Biology(10th gr.), Psychology (both Honors and AP levels). Included were three unit tests
and two scoring rubrics.
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APPENDIX E
CONSENT FORM
Consent Form for Participation in a Research Study
University of Massachusetts Amherst
Researcher:

Ralph Caouette, Wachusett Regional High, Principal
Researcher, advised by Dr. Kathryn McDermott, Center for
Policy Studies, Education Department, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst

Title: Perceptions and Perspectives of Core Subject High School
Teachers on the Phenomenon Of Creative Learning

This consent form will give you the information you will need to understand why
this study is being done and why you are being invited to participate. It will also
describe what you will need to do to participate and any known risks or
inconveniences that you may have while participating. If you decide to participate in
this study, you will be asked to sign this form, and a copy will be given to you.
Eligible participants will be teachers who teach in departments other than art and
music. This study follows an earlier and brief survey offered to all staff simply
asking a few basic demographics, a few simple questions about
creative usage in the classroom, and of possible participants willingness to
participate in later interviews.
The purpose of this study is to ascertain how educators understand creativity in
learning, and how their teaching reflects their understanding of creativity. Beyond
the study, I hope that the results will offer feedback to our school about its new core
value of creativity, as well as direction toward future professional development.
This study is part of my doctoral program, and is not an official school activity.
By agreeing to participate, you will take part in an interview with R. Caouette of 45
minutes at a location of your discretion (Wachusett Regional or a local neutral
location), possibly with a short (5-10 minute followup). The content totally revolves
around creativity in learning. Of course you may skip or defer any question or topic
that arises. All questions will focus on your perceptions of, and perspectives on, and
experience with creativity in learning. A small giftcard ($10, coffee shop)will be
given at the conclusion of the interview.
It is assumed that no risks are associated with this study; however, a possible
inconvenience may be the time it takes to complete the interview. You may not
benefit directly from this study, although I hope that the cumulative review and
feedback allows the school to move forward in a fruitful and beneficial manner in
allowing for stronger creative applications to student learning.
I will refer to you only with a pseudonym, not by name. Files, data, spreadsheets,
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electronic in for will all be locked with passcode protection. Information will be
presented in summary format. You will be provided a copy if requested.
For any questions regarding aspects of this study, please contact Ralph Caouette at
either Ralph_Caouette@wrsd.net, caouetteralph@gmail.com or at 508.826.7950.
This study remains totally voluntary.
When signing this form I am agreeing to voluntarily enter this study. I have had a
chance to read this consent form, and it was explained to me in a language which I
use and understand. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have received
satisfactory answers. I understand that I can withdraw at any time. A copy of this
signed Informed Consent Form has been given to me.
____________________________ _________________________________ ____________
Participant Signature
Print Name
Date
By signing below I indicate that the participant has read and, to the best of my
knowledge, understands the details contained in this document and has been given
a copy.
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